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Acronyms

Acronyms
ADB
AFCCRE
AFD
AfDB
AIMF
AL
AOD
AOT
AOTU
ATR law
AURAN
AURS
BNDES
BRT
CAM
CERTU
CETE
CGEDD
CIVITAS
CNCD
CNFPT
CODATU
CR
CUF
DAECT
DCP
DGCL
DGT
DGTPE
DIACT
EBRD
EGTC
EMTA
EPCI
EU
FASEP
FCFA
FCI
FEPL
FFEM
FSP
GART
GDF
GIP
GLCT

• Asian Development Bank
• The Council of Municipalities and Regions (French section)
• French Development Agency
• African Development Bank
• The International Association of Francophone Mayors
• Local Authorities
• Urban Mobility Authority
• Transport Authority
• Urban Transport Authority
• French Territorial Administration Act
• Nantes Town Planning Agency
• Rabat Salé Town Planning Agency
• Brazilian Development Bank
• Bus Rapid Transit
• Urban Community of Montpellier
• Research Centre for Urban Networks, Transport,
Town Planning and Public Buildings
• Technical studies centre
• Commission for the Environment and Sustainable
Development (ex CGPC)
• CIty-VITAlity-Sustainability
• National Commission for Decentralised Cooperation
• National centre for the management of territorial service
• Cooperation for Urban Mobility in the Developing World
• Regional Council
• Federation of French local governments
• Delegation for the External Action of Local Authorities
• Partnership Framework Document
• General Directorate of Local Authorities
• Treasury Directorate General
• Treasury and Economic Policy Directorate General
• Interministerial Delegation for Regional Competitiveness and Planning
• European Bank for Reconstruction Development
• European Grouping of Territorial Cooperation
• European Metropolitan Transport Authorities
• Public Establishment for Inter-municipal Cooperation
• European Union
• Private Sector Assistance Fund
• CFA francs
• France Coopération Internationale
• Federation of Public Local Enterprises
• French Global Environment Facility
• Fonds de Solidarité Prioritaire (Priority Solidarity Fund)
• Transport Authorities Association
• Federal District Government
• Public Interest Group
• Local consortia of transborder cooperation
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IDA
IDB
IMV
INRETS
IRDB
ISTED
LOTI
LPE
MAEE
MEEDDM
NSA
NSA-LAD
ONCF
PAD
PDTU
PDU
RATP
SDTC
SEM
SEMITAN
SMTC
SOFA
SOGATRA
SOTRA
SOTRAL
STIF
STRS
SYTRAL
TAM
TCSP
TPU
TRAMOC
UC
UCLG
UNDP
UNEP
WB
WEF

• International Development Association
• Inter-American Development Bank
• Cooperation Centre for Urban Development
• National Institute for Transport and Safety Research
• International Reconstruction and Development Bank
• Institut des Sciences et des techniques de l’Equipement
et de l’Environnement pour le Développement
• French framework law on domestic transport
• Local Public Enterprise
• French Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs
• French Ministry of Ecology, Energy, Sustainable Development and the Sea
• Non-State Actors
• Non-State Actors and Local Authorities in Development
• National Railways Board
• Decentralisation Support Programme
• Urban Transport Master Plan
• Urban Transport Plan
• Paris Region Transport Authority
• Public Transport Master Plan
• Semi-public company
• Nantes semi-public transport company
• Public Transport Union
• Urban development orientation and operation plan
• Gabon Transport Company
• Abidjan Transport Company
• Lomé Transport Company
• Île-de-France Transport Authority
• Rabat Salé Tramway Company
• Transport Authority of the Rhone and Lyon area
• Transport Company of Montpellier
• Dedicated Public Transit Lines
• Urban Public Transport
• Hanoi Urban Transport Management and Operation Centre
• Urban Community
• United Cities and Local Governments
• United Nations Development Programme
• United Nations Environment Programme
• World Bank
• World Environment Fund
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Foreword

Foreword
The aim of this guide, conceived as a suggestion box, is to promote and encourage
technical and financial cooperation in urban transport between French local
authorities and their counterparts in a time of rapid urbanisation and climate
change.
It is the initiative of four partners: the Delegation for the External Action of
Local Authorities (DAECT), the French Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs, the
Department of European and International Affairs (DAEI) at the French Ministry of
Ecology, Energy, Sustainable Development and the Sea, the French Development
Agency (AFD) and the Association for Cooperation on Urban Mobility in the
Developing World (CODATU).
Since 1982, the process of decentralisation has enabled French local authorities to
acquire significant technical expertise in their accredited fields. During this same
period, twinning cooperation between local authorities – created shortly after the
Second World War to guarantee peace – expanded and it has taken various forms.
Local authorities naturally wish to share their expertise with their twin towns.
There are many reasons driving local actors to proceed at an international
level. The notion of social cohesion is at the top of the list. Cities in developed
countries want to help their southern counterparts. These projects become an
opportunity to discover new practices and to evaluate one’s own. Cooperation
means explaining and defending choices. These projects encourage follow-up and
assessment. Finally, there is very real emulation between cities and regions. These
international actions highlight and emphasize the technical expertise of French
local authorities.
The aim of this work is to make a certain number of recommendations by taking
into account the recent experiences of both French and foreign local authorities.
In the first part, the organisation of this cooperation is explained in concrete
examples used to demonstrate the various aspects, such as equipment, training
seminars and programmes, feasibility studies, institutional aspects, and funding etc.
The guide also addresses the new opportunities created by the Thiollière Act and
suggests financial sources (states, local authorities international institutions, the
AFD, the French Global Environment Facility [FFEM], the Ministry of Finance etc.).
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Finally, what makes this guide special is that it contains a number of case studies
presenting existing cooperation programmes, underlining their successes while
also revealing the difficulties encountered and any obstacles that arose. Also
mentioned are the results and investments for local authorities in the North, as
well as in the South.

Raymond Cointe,

Antoine Joly

Jérôme Peyrat

Head of European
and International Affairs
of MEEDDM

Head of the Delegation
for the External Action
of Local Authorities of MAEE

Head of External Relations
and Communication
Department of AFD
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Chapter 1

From twinning to external actions:
Why do local authorities do it,

and for whom?
1/1 From

local initiative
to local development policy:
the motives of local authorities
The origins of local authorities’ participation at an international level are wellknown: twinning initiatives, European initiatives and cohesion plans etc.
Successive decentralisation laws have awarded increasing levels of autonomy
to local authorities thus enabling them to develop and vary their international
presence. Many projects correspond to the specific needs of these local authorities;
this means that they become automatically involved in a variety of networks. The
field of urban transport is, without a doubt, an area in which the range of their
involvement is most clearly demonstrated.
Today, the aims of local authorities involved in international projects vary greatly:
from social cohesion to support for the internationalisation of companies; the
themes of sustainable development, fair trade and the battle against global
warming are also increasingly present.

From twinning and decentralized
bilateral cooperation…
Local authorities became internationally active between 1950 and 1960. The main
challenge, initially, was to unite people after the Second World War; for them
to meet, to get to know one another and to understand one another in order to
build a continent of peace and prosperity. From this idea stemmed the European
twinning initiatives (they were Franco-German but also crossed the Iron Curtain,
with Poland etc.).
In the 1970s, some towns built relations with West African territories. The 1980s
saw the development of these social cohesion projects between local authorities
with Africa (Burkina Faso, Mali, Senegal etc.) but also – and in particular – with
Romania.
11
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These twinning or ‘twinning cooperation’ initiatives were officiated by a local
representative, providing the symbolic public approval of this cohesion; however,
they were generally proposed by local associations (twinning committees) and
remained relatively small in scale.

... to the international actions of local authorities
Over the years and with the decentralisation laws in France, local authorities have
structured their international policies and built solid partnerships based on their
strong technical skills. These projects are the result of a shared strategic vision.
Funding, provision of consultants and rallying of local representatives for these
policies steadily increased and eventually required a legal definition by the state.
The first law in 1992 on decentralised cooperation1 (cf.§ 4 – legal guidelines), was
amended by the Thiollière Act2 in 2007.
Since then, local authorities have been active around the world and have their say
in various international debates. ‘City-to-city diplomacy’3 is also emerging and is
structured by international organisations or by theme.
In this way, cities can consider projects the world over and local authorities are as
attentive to identifying new projects as they are to promoting their own expertise.
This international presence generates different kinds of relationships. In contrast
with the twinning cooperation initiatives, these are shorter, more target-specific
projects: local authorities participate in one-off, technical projects (lasting 3 to
5 years) that are part of a bigger development plan. This type of project was
initially developed in the context of European cooperation initiatives, which often
receive special European funding (INTERREG, Leader, etc.), and is now further
developing through partnerships with international institutions.

A major movement
Today, as the Delegation for the External Action of Local Authorities (DAECT)
reminds us: “Beyond ensuring social cohesion, which local authorities have done so
well for several decades, beyond a more recent outreach to developing countries that
corresponds to the interests of our economic and cultural actors, and beyond the work
within Europe or with its neighbours, the international action of local authorities
reflects a more general need for openness and discussion, which is synonymous with
their own performance and the services they provide for the public. Now more than
ever, this truly is the life force of local authorities.”4.

1. Art. 131 of Title IV of the Framework Law n°92-125 of 6 February 1992 relating to territorial administration of the French Republic
2. Act no2007-147 of 2 February 2007 published in the Official Journal n°31 on 6 February 2007
3. Here, the word ‘city’ means local, and regional authorities in particular
4. Report presented to the National Commission for Decentralised Cooperation (C.N.C.D). as
requested by Antoine Joly, Head of the Delegation for the External Action of Local Authorities (DAECT), written by Pierre Pougnaud, technical advisor, with the participation of the
delegation, December 2008: http://cncd.diplomatie.gouv.fr/frontoffice/file.asp?id=370
12
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The DAECT keeps track of the number of international actions led by local
authorities. With the help of the local authorities, the DAECT then publishes a map
of decentralised cooperation initiatives, showing all of the international actions
led by French local authorities on a map: decentralised cooperation (including
twinning) and any one-off or non-subsidised collaboration. At the end of 2009,
this map showed over 12,000 decentralised cooperation projects led by some
4,700 French local authorities with 9,900 partner authorities in 140 countries.5

Focus n°1
The National Commission for Decentralised Cooperation (CNCD) runs a decentralised
cooperation project-exchange. It lists all tangible projects led by partner local
authorities that may be of interest to French local authorities. The aim is to encourage
decentralised cooperation in countries where French local authorities are not very, or
indeed not at all present.

While the number of cooperation agreements is easily obtained, it is difficult
to measure the extent to which the local authorities are involved. Indeed, the
indicators defining this involvement vary widely: funding, expertise, political
support etc. What is certain is that the type of involvement local authorities
undertake is becoming increasingly diversified.

1/2 Involvement

in urban transport

Finding solutions for
transport in increasingly urbanised areas
Urban transport is a key element of modern planning policies, particularly in
the main cities in the South. However, decentralised cooperation budgets are
insufficient to cover the costs of these projects (in terms of investment, operation
and maintenance).
Performing studies and experiments, and supporting contracting authorities could
enable local authorities to qualify for international funding for necessary and
suitable projects.

5. French map of decentralised cooperation: http://cncd.diplomatie.gouv.fr/ under the heading ‘Atlas‘
13
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A need to create and manage
urban transport organisations
Some 20 transport projects have been listed by the CNCD. For the most part they
are implemented by big local authorities and they support transport operators and
help boost their expertise.
This often begins with preliminary talks between the stakeholders of the urban area
in question. The external partner can often serve as a federating force, bringing
the different actors together; this is the first step towards local governance.

Focus n°2
In France, this type of local institution is known as a ‘Local Transport Authority’.
Local Transport Authorities are composed of local, town, community, metropolitan
area, county and regional authorities in charge of transport in their respective areas
as defined by the LOTI (framework law of 30 December 1982 on domestic transport)
Their role: 1) To organise public transport, create services, decide how to manage and
operate the services, establish fares, contract with private transport operators 2) To
build and manage the transport infrastructures and facilities.6

1/3

What’s in it for the local authorities?

A necessity for local authorities:
the logic of development and added value
Cities are at the centre of economic, social, urban and political transformations.
They often seek innovative policies and development plans because they need
to meet numerous and interrelated challenges: today, international competition
between regions means that boosting a city’s international appeal is vital. Often,
a major symbolic urban project, combined with powerful territorial marketing (and
lobbying) strategies can make a city’s image an influential tool.
A local authority’s foreign policy, in its broader and finer points, is part of this
development. By promoting its expertise abroad in the context of major projects,
for example, the local authority is advertising itself (“we have been asked by this
big city to help them to develop a project because we successfully implemented
it ourselves”).

6. Source: GART (the Transport Authorities Association) website: http://www.gart.org/
Pratique-et-utile/Deplacements-qui-fait-quoi/Les-autorites-organisatrices-AO
14
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Regional interdependency
Heightened awareness of sustainable development and global warming has underlined
the issue of regional interdependency.
The issue of global warming and the need to reduce individual transport modes
have become challenges that affect local authorities across the world and require
a collective solution. The advances made in transport and energy saving solutions,
for example, are pointless if they are not shared globally. Any action taken in just
one region alone would be in vain. We must “think globally” but also “act globally”
by implementing measures locally.

Focus n°3
The CIVITAS initiative7 launched by the European Union, helps cities to promote
their sustainable, clean and efficient urban transport by applying and evaluating
measures based on ambitious integrated policies and technologies. This initiative,
launched in 20028 (in the context of the 5th Framework Programme for Research
and Technological Development)9 aims 1) to promote and establish sustainable,
clean and efficient urban transport 2) to create and test real changes by integrating
political and technological measures in the fields of energy and transport, split over
8 categories and 3) to create a discerning public and innovative markets. For this, the
Commission will finance research programmes and initiatives led by groups of local
authorities. Hence, the CIVITAS MIMOSA initiatives of Bologna, Funchal, Gdansk,
Tallinn and Utrecht aim to motivate their citizens to adopt new transport behaviour
by proposing over 70 new measures: reducing accidents by improving pedestrian
pathways, introducing cycle paths, improving areas around schools, changing public
transport practices, and developing a public bike rental service etc.

An advanced tool for team
management – outreach
The international involvement of the local authority often goes further than a
donation of equipment or funding. The provision of local expertise often enables
an exchange between local technical and policy teams and leads to discussions
and an evaluation of our practices and our analytical positions.

7. CIty-VITAlity-Sustainability. http://www.civitas-initiative.org/cms_pages.
phtml?id=348&lan=fr
8. After CIVITAS I (2002-2006) then CIVITAS II (2005-2009), the Commission launched the
CIVITAS Plus Programme (2008-2012)
9. Framework Programmes for Research and Technological Development – cf. § 3.3
15
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This exchange of views often enables a decentring of the experts’ opinions. The
presence of international expertise often means formulating and formalising
one’s experience. The elected representative and/or the expert, the technician
concerned, must question their practices, and the way in which they work with
other practices, and formulate a clear approach. During this part of the process,
new analysis capabilities can be observed in technical teams. This encounter makes
it possible for participants (elected representatives and agents) to find inspiration
and develop specific skills that they can reinvest in their own regions. The practice
of local authorities visiting other regions to learn about their practices is often
restricted to France itself for many reasons. Crossing borders enables a broader
comparison, with different legal frameworks and references. For these reasons,
the practice of international exchanges, delegations and visits is a regular and
structured activity among local transport authorities.
Today, international travel is an important part of university education. Modern
graduates are accustomed to international exchanges.10 Participating in an
international programme should be considered a response to these expectations.
These experiences, though often subject to time restrictions and busy schedules
etc., are like a breath of fresh air in the daily routine of local actors.
Finally, international involvement is characteristic of local authorities on the
whole. During key international events, agents from different departments and
services are brought together; they meet and discuss non-conflictual matters
(which do not concern the French Republic). In this way, international projects
enable expertise to be shared across departments and services, and then be applied
to local projects.

1/4 What

is at stake at national level?

	Strong and intelligent cooperation
Where global projects are concerned, international involvement in urban transport
projects requires more than the participation of one local authority alone. The
degree of investment, the overlap of responsibilities and the complexity of
mobilising funds require the collaboration of various actors.
In the international arena, looking beyond the purely economic aspects and
the exportation of French expertise (cf. § following), France makes a stand for
environmental issues related to local transport policies.

10. In France, in many schools and universities today, international experience is compulsory
(symposiums, internships, foreign schooling etc.)
16
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All of the French actors (Ministries and also public services, local authorities
and economic actors) are aware of this and share this vision. This increase in
international collaboration also enables France to convey its message.

Focus n°4
The cooperation between the cities of Toulouse in France and Chongqing in China has
been in place since 2003. The projects of French actors (City / Urban Community
councils, but also the urban transport association (Tisséo), the town planning office,
CETE South West,11 etc.) make it possible to present a multitude of experiences. In
the same way, professional visits from the Chinese partners to France enable them to
demonstrate the choices made in Toulouse and elsewhere in France. These exchanges
are the perfect opportunity to promote sustainable development in a country that is
discovering economic development but is only just beginning to see the ecological
and social limitations. The Chinese technical teams are very open to the debate and
very aware of the suffocating pollution levels in their city; however, they are not
always aware of the environmental risks or the social issue of accessibility. They
are attentive to the ideas and technical solutions proposed in France to improve
transport: ticket systems, general traffic management tools, coordination of modes,
accessibility. The debate on transport as a public service and a right, and the need to
reduce the number of car users is also underway in Chongqing.12

	Showcasing France’s expertise:
an economic and national interest
Economic exchange may be the sole objective of cooperation, or one aspect among
many, or perhaps even the result of cooperation.
Although, the main objective of decentralised cooperation in urban transport
is generally not to promote French expertise and equipment, it does play a
fundamental role in the promotion of those techniques and equipment.
Training programmes, expert advice and consultants can all lead to a project
coming together and it can be equally advantageous for the companies acting as a
consultant. Indeed, calls for tender are based on the advice given, with reference
to French expertise and business know-how.

11. Technical studies centre – part of the MEEDDM
12. From the article by Florence Saint Paul. News Flash, CETE (South-West Region) – n°291
– February 2010
17
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Focus n°5
In the context of the Bamako-Strasbourg cooperation, the city of Strasbourg financed
a €50,000 feasibility study for Bamako to implement a guided light transit system.
The preliminary studies were performed by French companies.13 Following these
studies an agreement was signed between the Government of the Republic of Mali
represented by the Minister Ahmed Diané Semega and the representative of the
LOHR Group, Jean François Argence. This agreement concerns the construction of a
tramway; modern, short-distance rail transport in the Bamako district.14
Focus n° 6
A Fasep grant (Private Sector Assistance Fund) was awarded in 2007 to the group
of SMEs known as Cécile (6 SMEs from the Toulouse region) for an amount of
€529,000 for the “Implementation for a satellite-guided system for the city of
Chongqing’s fire brigade”. The presence of Toulouse City Council representatives
helped to convince the Chinese authorities to contribute €130,000 to this
experiment. This contribution was vital to the project (cf. Focus n°4).

In the context of these exchanges, and in addition to the professional visits from
foreign partners, the process and practices are explained in detail by the projectmanaging companies, which are French and often local. In fact, based on the
example presented to them, the foreign partner may also request a simulation, and
a technical and financial proposal for its local authority. This request will either
be put to the visiting project managers who will be given priority, or the French
companies will be in a good position to win the call for tender.

Focus n°7
In addition to institutional cooperation between Toulouse and Chongqing, Toulousebased companies are testing their satellite equipment along with the city’s security
services, as well as right-of-way systems at crossroads with traffic lights. Moreover,
this project has benefitted from a FASEP grant.15

13. Serue, Nogha Consulting and Transitec
14. Source: President of the Republic of Mali’s website – ‘Carnet d’audience’ of the Head of
State, Amadou Toumani Touré. www.koulouba.pr.ml
15. Private Sector Assistance Fund provided by the French Ministry of Finance – cf. § 4-2-8
18
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Focus n°8
In the Rabat and Greater Lyon cooperation programme, the Moroccan partners met
with SYTRAL.16 As they visited Lyon, they also met with other companies, including
Egis Rail.17 This engineering group had already participated in the design of Lyon’s
metros and tramways. In 2007, the French company won the call for tender to
manage and prepare the preliminary designs for the two tramways.

However, if companies establish relationships independently of their local
authorities, the local authorities – and particularly the regional authorities – can
still support them through actions such as prospecting or participation in trade
shows. Specific contacts and knowledge are greatly facilitated by every relationship
that is developed in the context of a decentralised cooperation project, which in
turn facilitates the signing of commercial contracts.

16. SYTRAL: Public transit authority of the Rhone and Lyon area
17. Formerly SEMALY, Egis Rail is the rail department of SCETAUROUTE, http://www.egis-rail.fr
19
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Chapter 2

What do local
authorities do in terms of

urban mobility?

Whether in a bilateral or multilateral context, local authorities have a number of
instruments for action which are often combined for complex and large scale projects.

2/1 Instruments

and modes
of involvement for the local authorities
The various instruments presented here reflect the growing complexity of local
authorities’ involvement.

Donating equipment
In recent years, for some local authorities, both big and small, the first act of
social cohesion is to provide rolling stock (mainly buses).

Focus n°9
Thirty years ago, Rennes donated three buses to the city of Diyarbakir, in Turkish
Kurdistan. “Those three buses are still in service today,” claimed Philippe Fraysse,
director of technical services for the Council on his return from a decentralised
cooperation mission.18

These kinds of donations often reflect a desire to remedy a state of poverty or
an observed deficiency. It is a gesture which appears simple for French local
authorities to make19 since they regularly renew their bus fleets.
It is also a very visible gesture, and is often requested by the partner town’s local
representatives. Finally, it is a useful gesture for areas in which urban transport
and school transport are almost non-existent.
18. Source: article from Ouest France, 14 May 2010: ‘Rennes offers its expertise to Diyarbakir’
19. Although rarely simple to implement
21
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However, the duration of these donations must be studied with particular attention
because they can sometimes have a damaging effect. With the rolling stock - in
order for it to be operational - comes the necessary organisation and budget,
which makes implementation a delicate issue. Several questions should be asked
to ensure that the vehicles fit the needs and the viability of the project, namely:
Who pays for sending the rolling stock? What is the cost of customs clearance?
This is non-negligible. It must be assessed, and especially where relatively
small local authorities are involved.
Are the vehicles adapted to the local traffic conditions?
Sending a bus without air conditioning or a ventilation system to a tropical
area, for example, means that it will be left in the depot.
Who will take care of maintenance costs? Do they match the recipient local
authority’s budget? Has a maintenance service been organised? Are the parts
easily replaced?
In the case of the SYTRAL–Lomé cooperation, several new buses had been sent
before spare parts were eventually bought (cf. case study, p. 51).
In certain cases, the vehicles often end up out of circulation very quickly.
Possible problems with importation
In Senegal, no bus or truck can enter the territory if it is older than 10 years.
Hence, some French local authorities have seen their offers refused entry at
Dakar Port customs.
What kind of training would drivers and local technicians require?
Is there a local organisation in charge of transport that is able to manage a bus
line?
At the same time, these initiatives are often the first step to widespread cooperation
(cf. case study Île-de-France Region – Hanoi, p. 56).

Direct funding
Local authorities finance their international cooperation; however, the direct
transfer of funds to the foreign local authority is, for the most part, restricted to
emergency situations. This type of action rarely tends to involve urban transport,
with the exception of funding for preliminary analyses.
Even in this case, the funds are destined for the implementation of concrete
actions, delegated to the operators who work for the French local authority.

Exchanging experiences
These exchanges may take the form of seminars and field study trips on institutional,
financial and technical matters.
The exchange of experiences is common in the world of international urban
transport initiatives, where local authorities have a wealth of information to
exchange.
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Study trips are common in technical fields and are often made by technical
organisations. At an international level, these trips are less common for locallyelected representatives and local authority departments.
European programmes (intra and international) encourage local authorities in this
approach as a way of capitalising on experience and creating networks. (cf. §
European Union, p. 34).

Focus n°10
The Strasbourg Club is an initiative aimed at promoting and reinforcing links
between the main urban areas of the new and future member states of the Union
and the parliamentary capital of a united Europe. Various study groups, each with
different specialities, convene on trips. Thanks to the support of the EU within the
framework of the URBACT programme,21 training courses in urban transport were
implemented within the network of cities. Five seminars took place in May 2005 to
May 2006 across several cities. During these training sessions and field studies, the
cities were able to exchange their experiences by comparing their urban transport
policies and by studying sites that are co-funded by the European Commission.
20

Training in political and technical expertise
This is often the key to success in cooperation agreements. It is particularly
important in the field of urban transport where techniques develop rapidly. It can
take many forms:
onsite training for transport technicians by experts on a consultancy mission;
the participation of experts from local authorities in training courses implemented by the institutions of a partner local authority;
the creation of academic qualifications through cooperation between academic
organisations from both local authorities;
the organisation of field study trips and internships;
the organisation and funding by one local authority for student and technician
training in the partner institutions.
However, this instrument is rarely employed alone. It is generally part of a wider
project.

Conducting studies and providing access to expertise
Local authorities with recognised experience in implementing urban transport
policies are often called upon to host exchange programmes (cf. § above). They
may also provide a consulting service to foreign local authorities who wish to
20. http://www.club-strasbourg.eu/
21. URBACT is a European exchange and learning programme promoting sustainable urban
development. http://urbact.eu/fr/header-main/urbact-en-bref/carte-didentite/urbact-en-mots/
23
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initiate or develop their transport projects. A study is then performed either by the
French local authority or by consultancies working alongside said local authority.
Aside from the framework of major programmes financed by international backers,
the local authority can also be called upon to provide technical assistance given
by recognised experts.

Focus n°11
The Urban Community of Montpellier signed an agreement with the Federal District
of Brasilia and a partnership agreement with the AFD, to construct a light rail metro.
This cooperation project provides for 100 days of expert consulting over a period of
three years (cf. case study, p. 65).
Moreover, not every country has local expertise in urban transport and this can
often lead to the cooperation project being discussed between national bodies
(ministries etc.). Although France may be highly decentralised from this point
of view, the expertise remains a regional affair for many other states. Thus,
some cooperation projects are undertaken by the MEEDDM, which calls upon the
expertise available in French regional authorities.
Few French local authorities make a habit of lending out their experts for this type
of international project. So, these actions are either undertaken during holiday or
for a very short time (cf. document on the MEEDDM’s institutional twinning with
Israel, p. 69).

2/2 Actions

of local authorities
as urban mobility becomes increasingly complex
	The transfer of skills and technologies
in technical and institutional fields
Many projects give rise to transfers in institutional and technical fields in the
form of expert missions, studies, innovation in the field of urban transport or the
maintenance of transport infrastructures. They are often implemented according to
local practices so as to ensure the local authority’s own capabilities are reinforced.
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The project may focus on a particular technical aspect, such as the implementation
of a traffic management system, or of a public-private partnership as part of a
global development but for which local authorities are not always prepared.
Here too, the mission - more often than not - is to offer expert advice, to act as
a consultant and to provide onsite training for technicians from around the globe.
In this context, they must learn to collaborate within a multicultural sphere,
where regulatory and institutional differences are common. This type of project,
therefore, is often the basis for a very enriching experience for both parties.
Such projects are often short term, in the context of a targeted cooperation
project. The local authority then either becomes a partner to the international
institution or the mission is a one-off experience.

Helping the local contracting authority
build its own expertise
In the long term, and in addition to the one-off missions, local authorities may
also become involved with one specific, but significant project. The partnership,
therefore, leads to many projects over time as progress is made.
Sometimes it is a question of transferring practices (techniques and policies)
in the context of a comprehensive assistance project involving the contracting
authority. The aim of such a project is to encourage long-term cooperation with
measurable results. (cf. case study Île-de-France Region – Hanoi, p. 56).
In longer standing cooperation programmes, local authorities are able to address
the somewhat delicate matter of governance. Often, this is made all the more
delicate because the host country is undergoing decentralisation, in which
transport expertise and town planning are domains over which the state still has
a large share of control.
Furthermore in this context, the new local authorities are often keen to assert
their authority in their administrative area.
Of course, the nature of transport means that it will always cross through an
urban area, or cover a zone beyond the administrative boundaries of one town or
another. In this way, decentralised cooperation encourages the creation of joint
committees which can lead to the gradual establishment of an entity in charge of
urban transport and its organisation.

Focus n°12
In the Nantes Metropole – Agadir Urban Community cooperation (cf. case study,
p. 71), a local Mobility Committee was established. It includes the Agadir UC and its
various municipalities, the Agadir Urban Planning Agency (a state agency), national
authorities (the Wali (governor) and relevant ministries), the University of Agadir,
and civil society (in particular taxi operator syndicates, the tourism industry etc.).
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Promoting an urban transport model
based on French expertise
The 1982 French law on domestic transport introduced the principal of transport
governance, by creating the Urban Transport Authorities (AOTU). The AOTUs
act within an urban transport zone defined by areas of both human and freight
transport; their main responsibilities are to develop urban mobility plans, define
public transport policy and how it is to be financed and implemented, to construct
and manage the infrastructure, and to monitor the service.
The legal structures of AOTUs vary greatly: it may be the municipality, if the urban
transport zone covers one city only, or an inter-city association or public enterprise,
when several towns are covered by the urban transport zone. Accordingly, their
teams vary in size and mission; however, they must all possess expert capabilities
within their team, or obtain external assistance.
It is the AOTU that defines and structures the public transport offer and chooses
the mode of operation: a publicly-run system or delegated to an operating
company. Although publicly-run systems are still common in small to mediumsized towns, they are gradually disappearing in big cities in favour of publicprivate partnerships, with varying degrees of delegation. AOTUs, therefore, play
a fundamental role in defining the terms and conditions, and in monitoring the
operator (private or public) and the quality of the service.
French local authorities have thus acquired a great deal of experience in the field
of inter-municipal collaboration and transport governance, which is greatly in
demand in the partner cities. However, their needs are not always well-identified
at the local level. Long term decentralised cooperation is a great opportunity to
participate in the development of a governing structure. The initial work involved
often validates the need for collaboration.
In states where transport capabilities are still not decentralised, this process is
sometimes very long (cf. case studies Nantes Metropole – Agadir, p. 71, or Greater
Lyon – Rabat, p. 60).

Institutional support: a challenge
in urban transport management
What makes local authorities in the North special, is that they have exceptional
institutional expertise because they have experience in implementing a
decentralisation process and have acquired new skills that make them highly
beneficial to their foreign counterparts, namely in developing countries in the
fields of:
strategic planning;
urban planning;
the drafting of mission statements and agreements;
the choice of study or technical partners;
running one project in coherence with many other projects is common practice
among local authorities.
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Moreover, locally elected representatives and the transport departments must
arbitrate and compromise between technical, financial and political priorities.
They are assisted in this by technical experts, but it is the elected representatives
who make the final decision. The comparison of experiences between European
cities and other continents with different organisational approaches can prove
very enriching.

2/3 Sharing

good practices and
reinforcing South-South cooperation
Although the principal of South-South cooperation is simple in theory, this
cooperation is rare and difficult to implement. Where it is implemented, the nature
of the exchanges is fundamentally very rich: they enable developing countries to
benefit from the experience and specialised skills acquired by other developing
countries.
This approach is based on an observation: in general, developing countries
encounter similar hurdles; historical, political and socio-economic difficulties – at
varying degrees – affect the African continent as much as Asia or South America.

Focus n°13
Meetings uniting a number of partners from the Mediterranean region have been held
since 2008 in order to develop constructive exchanges, build networks of expertise
and share knowledge with the aim of creating a Mediterranean culture of sharing
good practices in sustainable urban transport. The World Bank’s first initiative took
place at Skhirat in Morocco in January 2008. It was then extended by a programme
of six meetings over three years (2010-2012) organised by the Marseille Centre for
Mediterranean Integration. This sustainable urban transport programme, led by the
AFD, is structured around several events: a regional launch conference, which took
place in Damascus in April 2010, four theme-based workshops every semester and a
final conference in 2012.

During the exchanges initiated by CODATU (cf. p. 32 and 105), international
encounters enable transport professionals and experts to discuss and debate
common problems, to share solutions and examine their perception of a problem.
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Focus n° 14
At the request of Lyon’s Town Planning Agency, CODATU organised a training session
in Addis Ababa from 5-16 February 2007, the title of which was ‘An introduction to
Urban Transport Engineering and Planning’. This training course, which was entirely
designed and taught by Ali Huzayyin (Professor at the University of Cairo and Vice
President of CODATU), was attended by urban transport professionals working in
Addis Ababa.

As for the local authorities, they are encouraged by financial backers to build
partnerships that favour this cooperation by grouping several bilateral cooperation
initiatives under a same action plan.22
Partnerships also develop between companies in the South.

Focus n°15
For example, in 2009, Sotra Industries, subsidiary of the Sotra Group (Abidjan
transport company, Ivory Coast) and partner of the Renault Group produced 10 buses
destined for Gabon and commissioned by the Gabon transport company (Sogatra).23

22. The multi-lateral programme, ‘Non-state actors and local authorities in development’
initiated by the European Union, requires two local authorities from the South to respond
to the call for projects
23. Source: ‘Coopération sud-sud - La Sotra fabrique des bus pour le Gabon’ (South-South
Cooperation – Sotra makes buses for Gabon), article dated 31 August 2009, Notre Voie.
http://fr.allafrica.com/stories/200908311641.html
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Chapter 3

Who participates in

international cooperation
projects in urban transport?

3/1 The

role of local authorities

The role of locally-elected representatives
Projects involving plans for urban transport and infrastructure, such as tramways,
bus lines, and cycle paths etc. are of high political value. The role of the local
representative is vital in making decisions and convincing local inhabitants.
In the context of cooperation, apart from the occasional sending of equipment,
there are messages to be conveyed concerning obstacles and difficulties that may
be encountered, the implications of certain choices, the impossibility of French
partners – and local authorities in particular – to take on the entire cost and the
necessity for the partner representatives to mobilise other sources of funding
(through taxes or from international financers).
These choices and the direction taken are the responsibility of local representatives.
The discussion between counterparts – one representative to another – is therefore
essential.

Focus n°16
During the Nantes Metropole – Agadir cooperation programme (cf. case study, p. 71),
the active participation of the First Vice President of the urban community in charge
of finance, transport and international cooperation, entered into direct talks with the
Moroccan authorities, particularly on the subject of governance.
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Focus n°17
In the context of the Strasbourg / Bamako cooperation programme for the installation
of a tramway, Roland Ries, the mayor of Strasbourg and president of the GART24 was
closely involved in the relationship and shared his experiences. In particular, he
provided advice on the upstream preparation of a project, which is crucial when
it comes to obtaining the local population’s approval. “The same concerns that
were raised 20 years ago, when I was the first deputy in charge of tramways, were
raised again by the national road safety agency and the various Malian technical
managers. We provide our experience of methods and techniques. The rest is up to
the partner city.”25

This dialogue between locally-elected representatives is one of the advantages
of decentralised cooperation and it is sought after by financial backers, such as
the AFD (cf. case study Montpellier Urban Community – Brasilia – AFD, p. 65) to
facilitate a smooth implementation of these programmes.

	The usual partners
In the context of a cooperation agreement, local authorities may ask technical
partners to lead cooperation initiatives. Very often, in the field of urban transport,
the operators themselves – public or private – will be asked to act as technical
agents.
Therefore, they should be considered operators acting on behalf of the local
authority (or the group of regional authorities) for the cooperation initiative;
however they cannot be signatories of an agreement with a partner authority, nor
directly finance a cooperation initiative. The funds allocated to the programme
must come from the local authorities.
For example, the revenue collected by a transport operator in the context of a
public-private partnership cannot be allotted by the operator to a decentralised
cooperation project.
Moreover, it is important, especially for the operator, to avoid getting into a
situation of de facto management, which can sometimes happen when:
the subsidies awarded are not spent according to the original plan, i.e. they
may wind up being spent to partially finance the cooperation initiative;
the dominating presence and power of representatives within the governing
bodies of semi-public operators denies the operator any real autonomy from
the local authority which provided the subsidy.
To avoid de facto management, it is advisable to clarify the operator’s participation
in a decentralised cooperation project, by drawing up a specific agreement clearly
defining roles and the funding of the project.

24. Transport Authorities Association
25. Cited in La gazette des Communes, 15 February 2010, n°2017, p. 37
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Local authority networks
Aside from their bilateral relationships, local authorities also build networks
enabling them to exchange information, as well as increase their influence before
national and international institutions. In this way, the international networks of
cites and local authorities play an increasingly important role in the development
of governance models: a major issue of the 21st century.
Thus, the international organisation of local and regional authorities means
that their opinions are heard during major events, namely on climate change
(Copenhagen) and urban issues (UN Habitat Summit).

Focus n°18
Nantes Metropole is part of the Eurocities Network, which groups together 135 major
European cities, and runs a working group on climate change. On 14-15 September
2009, European cities, rising to meet the challenge of climate change, gathered
in Stockholm in the context of the Swedish presidency of the EU. In the name of
Eurocities, Jean-Marc Ayrault, President of Nantes Metropole, spoke on the theme
of ‘Town planning in the European Union, the challenge of climate change, and the
transition to a post-carbon economy’. Aware that local authorities have a role to play
at their level in the fight against global warming, Nantes Metropole is rising to the
challenge. Having adopted its Agenda 21 in 2006 and created an Energy Department,
along with a long-term ‘Energy Action Plan,’ the urban community of Nantes adopted
a Climate Plan as early as March 2007. Ever since, the plan has been applied to all of
Nantes Metropole’s public policies (transport, renewable energy, town planning etc.).
Nantes Metropole also actively promotes the plan in its capacity as leader of many
international networks of local authorities. The participation of Jean-Marc Ayrault
in Stockholm was part of a cycle of international preparatory meetings for the
Copenhagen Summit in December 2009.26

The main associations of local authorities focused on international cooperation
are:27
in France:
the Council of Municipalities and Regions (French section), AFCCRE;
the Federation of French Local Governments, Cités Unies France (CUF);
at an international level:
the International Association of Francophone Mayors (AIMF);
Métropolis;
Eurocités;
United Cities and Local Governments (UCLG).

26. From the Nantes Metropole website: http://www.nantesmetropole.fr/1252926036158/0/
fiche_actualite/
27. Contact details for these organisations can be found in the appendices
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Furthermore, CODATU (Cooperation for urban mobility in the developing world) was
created after the world conference on Urban Transport in Dakar in 1980. It is an
association with an international vocation, whose aim is to promote scientific,
technical, economic and social actions and exchanges in urban and peri-urban
transport systems. It supports the sharing of experiences between developing
countries and some of the most industrialised countries.

3/2

The French state: partner of the local authorities

	The French Ministry of Foreign
and European Affairs (MAEE), the DAECT and the CNCD
The Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs (MAEE) is a local authority’s number one
partner when it comes to international involvement. It co-finances decentralised
cooperation initiatives through the Delegation for the External Action of Local
Authorities,28 an MAEE instrument to support the actions of regional authorities
and supervised by the delegate for the external action of local authorities.
The MAEE also supports the actions of local authorities abroad through embassies
and consulates.
The National Commission for Decentralised Cooperation, CNCD,29 created by a 1992
law and presided over by the Prime Minister, is a body composed in equal part of
locally-elected representatives via their associations and state representatives.
In particular, its role is to maintain a database of all information concerning the
external relationships of local authorities and to advise the government concerning
the international cooperation of local authorities. Its secretariat is assured by the
DAECT (Delegation for the External Action of Local Authorities).

The French Development Agency - AFD30
The French Development Agency (AFD) is a public establishment that has been
working for nearly 70 years to fight poverty and encourage development in
Southern countries and in French overseas territories. It implements the policies
defined by the French government.
Present in over 50 countries and in nine overseas territories, the AFD funds and
supports projects that improve living conditions, support economic growth and are
environmentally friendly: schooling, maternity care, support for farmers and small
companies, water conveyance, conservation of tropical forests, the fight against
climate change etc.

28. http://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/fr/rubrique.php3?id_rubrique=1054
29. http://diplomatie.gouv.fr/cncd
30. www.afd.fr
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In 2009, the AFD provided over €6.2 billion to finance actions in developing
countries, and overseas regions. In particular they participated in the
vaccination of over 1.8 million children, improved the supply of drinking water
to over 7.3 million people and supported 900,000 jobs in the production sector.
Energy saving projects carried out in the same year will lead to a reduction of
5 million tons of CO2 per year.
The AFD is allocating an increasing portion of its funding to local authorities in
the South. To implement this strategy, it wishes to draw upon the governance
expertise of French local authorities.
The AFD sees itself as a partner and not a funder of local authorities. Depending
on the case, the AFD may support actions of decentralised cooperation in
addition to a project benefitting a foreign local authority.31

	The Ministry of Ecology, Energy,
	Sustainable Development and the Sea - MEEDDM32
Questions pertaining to sustainable development, and the environment in
particular, require international governance; action taken at a purely national level
would not suffice. A small network was created following the agreements signed
during the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro (June 1992), namely the Convention
on Climate Change.
The fight against climate change and pollution, the promotion of sustainable
development and the conservation of natural resources, or indeed the development
of clean transport modes are challenges that reach beyond national borders.
The European and international actions of the ministry include the steering,
monitoring and coordination of relations with every foreign partner and leaders
of civil society concerning all European and international matters related to
sustainable development, namely:
european and international negotiations on climate change, energy management, biodiversity, the fight against desertification, on the different spheres
(sea, mountain, water, forests, the poles), on sustainable development and,
more generally, on transport, the environment and energy;
helping to raise awareness of sustainable development in European and international business;
the international aspects of the French Environment Forum and the French Seas
Forum (the ‘Grenelle’ reforms).
Thus, the ministry liaises with various local authorities to support specific
development projects. For this, it relies upon various agencies: CERTU, CETE etc.

31. Cf. chapter on financing
32. http://www.developpement-durable.gouv.fr/Enjeux,13808.html
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Focus n°19
The CERTU33 (research centre on networks, transport, town planning and public
buildings) performs studies on behalf of the state to benefit local authorities,
public establishments, companies working on public projects and professionals in
the field. Through statistical research, surveys, studies, expert missions, experiments,
technical innovation, software production, training and information, it contributes
to progress and the sharing of knowledge and expertise. It also participates in
exchanges of experience and promotes French know-how abroad. Within its remit
lies the development of standards and norms, technical regulations as well as the
implementation of other state actions. In February 2010, during the CERTU Forum,
a workshop on ‘Cooperation in the Mediterranean Basin’ encouraged an exchange of
information and experiences of cooperation between local and national actors which
led to identifying ways to better serve Mediterranean towns and cities.

3/3 International

institutions:
the protagonists of international reflection
Although international institutions are often seen as financers, it is also important
to identify the networks of exchange and the practices developed by these
institutions to boost local actors and regional cooperation, in particular.

	The European Union – Framework Programme and URBACT
The European Union plays a significant role in supporting development.
It also acts in the field of urban transport through two major programmes:
The Research and Development Framework Programmes:34 Framework programmes
(FP) are the main financial tools enabling the European Union to support
research and development initiatives across almost all scientific disciplines. The
7th Framework Programme spans 2007-2013. Transport is one of the key themes
selected in this programme. The main objective is to develop safe transport
systems that will benefit every citizen and increase the competitiveness of
European companies on the world market. In the context of the Framework
Programme, research coordinated with structures in third-party countries
(universities, city councils, companies etc.) may be implemented.

33. http://www.certu.fr
34. http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/home_en.html
34
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Focus n°20
The research and development programme VIAJEO was selected for funding by the
7th FP in November 2008. It was submitted by the ERTICO network (ITS Europe and
some 20 partners including companies, universities, research institutes, as well as
German and French transport ministry agencies (including the CERTU). It also includes
Chinese and Brazilian partners. Its objective is to implement a prototype in major
cities and urban areas (such as Shanghai and São Paolo) of an ‘information exchange
platform’, which will enable data concerning transport systems (roads and public
transport) and related services (parking, taxis, clean modes etc.) to be collected,
in both theoretical and real time. The information – once developed – will then be
communicated to the partners (authorities and operators), or to the users via onsite
facilities or information service providers. The challenge these platforms face is not
only to provide local actors with a shared knowledge of transport demand but also
to provide information in real time so that demand may be controlled and steered
towards alternative offers. This means creating transport models, then defining a set
of strategies that can be transformed into clear instructions for transport departments
for the implementation of tangible operation measures and concerted customer
communication, with a view to achieving an overall more efficient transport network.
35

The URBACT programme is a European exchange and learning programme
promoting sustainable urban development.36 The types of projects submitted
to the EU for funding are defined by city networks and directly correspond
to their concerns. This programme enables towns to find solutions together,
to meet the major urban challenges, asserting the key role they play in
the face of society’s increasingly complex challenges. The exchanges lead
to new, concrete and sustainable solutions, which incorporate all of the
economic, social and environmental aspects of urban development. To
date, URBACT37 includes 255 towns and cities, 29 countries and 5,000
active participants.

35. International Demonstrations of platform for Transport Planning and Travel Informationhttp://www.certu.fr/fr/_Activit%C3%A9s_Internationales-n33/Projets_europ%C3%A9ensn164/VIAJEO:_nouveau_projet_europeen_pour_le_Certu_dans_le_cadre_du_7eme_PCRDa1509-s_article_theme.html
36. This European programme is part of the European cohesion policy: its purpose is to participate in the implementation of the Lisbon-Gothenburg European Strategy, the priorities of
which are competitiveness, growth and employment
37. URBACT is co-financed by the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) as well as
Member States and partners
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	UNDP38
For the United Nations, local authorities represent an essential level of governance
in terms of achieving the Millennium Development Goals. In this context, the
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) launches numerous initiatives to
reinforce the autonomy of local authorities. Although it doesn’t intervene directly
in the realisation of projects, the initiatives aim to improve local authorities’
expertise, networks and recognition: the UNDP’s objectives are to support national
governments in their decentralisation efforts, by helping local authorities to
define and implement development strategies. Examples include the Art Initiative
and the partnership between the United Nations and the regions “for territories
with low greenhouse gas emissions and high resistance to climate change”.

	UN Habitat39
The United Nations Human Settlement Program, UN-Habitat, is a United Nations
agency, the aim of which is to promote sustainable development in cities, from social
and ecological standpoints, in order to provide a decent home for everyone. UNHabitat is part of the Millennium Development Goals, in particular Goal number 7,
Target 10 (to improve the life of at least 100 million inhabitants currently living in
squalor by 2020) and Target 11 (to reduce by half the number of people who do not
have access to a sustainable source of drinking water).
Urban transport is part of the UN-Habitat mandate.
UN-Habitat programmes are designed to support decision-makers and one of the
priorities stated in terms of urban transport is that of decentralisation. Through the
vital role they play in matters of sustainable development, local authorities are the
privileged point of contact for UN-Habitat.
As such, UN-Habitat works with local authorities both in the context of technical
cooperation projects, reinforcement of expertise, or policy debates during meetings
such as the World Urban Forum.

	UNEP40
The aim of the United Nations Environment Programme is to encourage
collaboration in environmental conservation. It aims to be a source of inspiration
and information for states and populations, and to act as a facilitator, enabling
them to improve the quality of their lives without compromising those of the
generations to come.
The UNEP’s commitment to transport encourages a sustainable transport approach.

38. http://www.undp.org/french/geneva/hub.html
39. http://www.unhabitat.org/categories.asp?catid=639
40. http://www.unep.fr/energy/transport/
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Chapter 4

Implementation
and financing options

4/1 A

secure legal framework

	The law relative to decentralised cooperation
Though outreach efforts undertaken by local authorities are long-standing, multifaceted and varied, the legal framework in which they are carried out remains
relatively recent and is now being more narrowly defined.

Review of latest legal developments
The initial framework governing international actions on the part of local public
authorities was established in the ATR Law enacted on 6 February 1992, which
states: “Local authorities and their consortia may conclude agreements with
foreign authorities and their consortia, within the limit of their jurisdiction and in
compliance with France’s international commitments.”
Fifteen years later, the so-called “Thiollière Act”, enacted on 2 February 2007,
refined the language of the 1992 law as follows: “Local authorities and their
consortia may, as long as France’s international commitments are being respected,
conclude agreements with foreign local authorities for the purpose of undertaking
action in the area of cooperation or development assistance. These agreements are
to indicate the purpose of all planned actions as well as the planned spending.
[…] Moreover, should an emergency situation warrant, local authorities and their
consortia are permitted to implement or finance humanitarian missions.”
As reported by the Senate legal committee assigned to examine the Thiollière draft
law: “Mention of these two alternative objectives, i.e. cooperation and development
assistance, has had the effect – as legislators seemed to have intended in 1992 –
of granting a new jurisdiction to France’s local and regional authorities. They are
now able to participate in the international arena through pursuing an objective of
cooperation (actions within the northern hemisphere) or development assistance
(North-South efforts).”
As granted by legislators, this jurisdiction implies that the notion of local interest
is de facto present and no longer needs to be sought or demonstrated (which
had been necessary according to the previous 1992 language, by reference to the
general jurisdiction clause).
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Decentralised cooperation agreement
The agreement between local authorities is the legal instrument by which the two
public agencies are bound. The signature of an agreement by both local agencies
and their consortium partners is thus an obligation according to the 1992 law, as
updated in 2007.41
These agreements must be deliberated and then referred to the regional Prefect
once signed by all contractual parties, as a prerequisite to obtaining legal
approvals.
They must also comply with a number of features, namely:
the agencies may enter into agreements with other local entities, yet under
no circumstances with sovereign foreign governments, since such contractual
authorisation is exclusively reserved for the French State, except for France’s
overseas territories, which may be delegated national authority;
all agreements must comply with France’s international commitments;
since 2007, the agreement must stipulate the budgets allocated as well as the
actions outlined by the French local authority.

	The special case of metropolitan authorities
Decentralised cooperation is thus a jurisdiction to be optionally assigned by local
authorities and their consortia, making it possible for a metropolitan body, upon
approval of its governing council, to assume responsibility for such jurisdiction.
The debate over introduction of functional specialisation ceases once the field of
intervention has been defined between the participating public agencies, especially
regarding the bylaws of said metropolitan body. “Decentralised cooperation” is in
fact based solely on its actors and not on its final objective or content, clearing
the way for an unfettered coordination between the metropolitan body and the
various member municipalities.

	The specificity of cross-border cooperation
Cross-border cooperation pertains to the relations built between French local
authorities and their foreign partners located near a land border or in some cases
a maritime border.
The Madrid Convention signed on 21 May 1980 relative to the cross-border cooperation
of administrative agencies, plus its supplementary protocol ratified by France on
19 May 1999, stipulates in the case of border agreements to create cooperation
bodies whether or not these are granted the status of a bona fide legal entity.
As for France, the cross-border cooperation law enforced further to the Madrid
Convention stems from domestic law (creation of the European district, 13 August
2004 Law), international agreements (local consortia for cross-border cooperation
identified in agreements signed with Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg, Switzerland
41. This law does not preclude the existence of other international actions, without the need
for formalisation
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and Spain) and European law (i.e. directive creating the European territorial
cooperation consortium).
These special conditions are critical in the case of urban transport services, as they
allow for integrated transport management projects between border cities (e.g.
Basel – Mulhouse, Hendaye – Irun).
Such public service bodies can assume a range of forms:
participation of a foreign local authority in a French public-private firm;
Public Interest Groups (GIP);
membership in a foreign-held public corporation;
participation in the capital of a foreign corporate entity;
cooperative bodies empowered with legal rights and financial autonomy, along
the lines of European Districts, local consortia of transborder cooperation
(GLCT) and European Grouping of Territorial Cooperation (EGTC).42

The framework for exercising jurisdiction
Local and regional authorities have in some instances developed Local Public
Enterprises (LPE)43 for their transport projects in seeking to mobilise the full set
of actors involved.
These LPEs may exercise jurisdiction on behalf of shareholders, whether public or
private, or other public or private organisations (non-shareholding third parties).
In all cases, it is recommended to indicate in the LPE articles of association the
enterprise’s capacity to operate abroad.
In the case of a non-shareholding third party, some conditions are imposed by
law, namely:
a public-sector entity must guarantee the full reimbursement of financing applicable
to the operation;
a private entity must provide the finance the full amount.
If these conditions are not met, the operation must receive the preliminary
approval of the Board of Directors or the Board of Trustees with a two-thirds
majority, including at least half of the representatives of the shareholding local
agencies.44
42. Such a European consortium may be composed of European Member States, local or regional authorities, other public law organisations, or associations combining bodies belonging to
one of the aforementioned categories located in the territory of at least two Member States.
The decision to create such a consortium relies on the initiative of its members. Each consortium member informs the State of its intention, in accordance with its founding law, and
submits the draft agreement and articles of association. Based on the documents furnished,
the State indicates its agreement to the member’s participation in the consortium. The State
may reject this participation should it consider that either national law or the regulations
for establishing a EGTC have not been respected. Consortium members unanimously adopt a
convention by specifying the name, list of members, head office location, territorial coverage,
mission and duration; this convention underlies the consortium articles of association
43. Formerly known in France as SEM
44. Special reference is made to the guide published by AFD, FEPL (formerly FNSEM) and
CUF on ‘Public-private initiative and international cooperation’: http://www.lesepl.fr/pdf/
Guide_Sem_cooperation_internationale.pdf
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Participation in international programmes
The involvement of local administrative agencies in major international programmes
financed by international sponsors requires building a few precautions into the
partnership framework.
Local agencies are not subject to international law and, as such, cannot enter into
agreements with international organisations.45 Should, for example, a decentralised
cooperation programme serve to prepare an urban transport project financed by the
World Bank, then the local authority would not be eligible to sign an agreement
with the World Bank, yet could continue to act in the capacity of advisor (on behalf
of the project owner) to the foreign authority, within the scope of a World Bankfinanced project. Such is the case of the cooperative venture between the Île-deFrance Region and Hanoi (cf. case study, p. 56).
As part of programmes sponsored by the AFD, the existence of decentralised
cooperation makes it possible to directly tap into local authority expertise to
serve the given project. In this way, the partner city can benefit, for example, from
the LPE’s expertise in urban transport and mobility. This resource availability is
financed via AFD subsidies (cf. case study Montpellier urban community – Brasilia
– AFD, p. 65).

4/2 Modular

financing
and complex financial packages
What form of financing is applicable
to French local authorities for project operations?
Project financing relative to urban transport and involving French local authorities
must be anticipated from a double perspective:
The project is conducted within the framework of decentralised cooperation that
contains a transport component. Local agencies are involved in the capacity of
joint owners of the project:
they will finance a sizable portion of the project;
joint financing will be sought by a call for funds (Foreign and European Affairs
Ministry, European Union etc.).

45. Specificity for France’s overseas territories; the external actions undertaken by local
authorities and their consortia in overseas regions take on a unique form since such actions
may entail procedures relative to regional cooperation (13 December 2000 Law) or decentralised cooperation (Volume 1, Chapter V of the General Code for Local Authorities – Article
L.1115-1): the Regional Council and County Council Presidents of overseas territories are
empowered, under certain conditions, to conclude agreements with foreign governments.
For more on this topic, see the Joint Interior Ministry / Foreign Affairs Ministry circular
NORINTB0100124C, 20 April 2001
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The project involves the construction of costly infrastructure:
the beneficiary city enters into negotiation with the international financial
institution;
the French partner city plays the role of consultant to the project owner; its
involvement may be financed by subsidies.
The magnitude of financing that sometimes proves necessary for an infrastructure
project in the urban transport sector lies beyond the capacity of local public
authorities on their own. The development of new infrastructure requires very
heavy financing (in the hundreds of millions of euros); the partnering agencies
(both French and foreign) must therefore solicit other sources of funding, be they
national or international.
For local authorities, this consideration implies thinking beyond the simple bilateral
partnership and including multilateral institutions in the joint financing arrangement.
A handful of authorities are committed to this approach, although the present trend
has a number of international institutions opening their projects to partnerships (cf.
case study Montpellier urban community – Brasila – AFD, p. 65).

How much do cooperation projects actually cost?
The initial round of financing relies primarily on the resources allocated by local
authorities, which may be in the form of subsidies, donations or secondment of
personnel.
The financing initiatives backed by public authorities often lie in the range of
several tens of thousands of euros as a direct financial contribution. In the case
studies presented as part of this handbook, investments vary from 10,000 to a few
hundred thousand euros.46
Moreover, the majority of financing arrangements now concentrate on ensuring the
availability of experts. Out of the projects submitted for MAEE47 financing, some
municipalities are able to estimate (quantitatively) the value of their expertise:
this quantity often represents between 30% and 50% of the total French local
authority contribution.

Focus n°21
Lessons from the innovative financing introduced for the water and electricity sector:
the Oudin-Santini Law.48
Within the scope of the Oudin-Santini Law, local public authorities and water
management agencies are allowed to allocate up to 1% of the public service budget,
whether it be water/sanitation, electricity or gas supply, towards international
cooperation missions. Similar mechanisms could be implemented as part of a transport
cooperation scheme.
46. With the exception of the Paris Region
47. Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs
48. January 27, 2005 Law relative to the international cooperation of local and regional
authorities and water management agencies in the areas of water supply and sanitation (the
so-called Oudin-Santini Law)
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Financing by means of an MAEE-backed call for national projects
The Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs jointly finances decentralised
cooperation programmes via a specific call for projects organised over a three-year
period.49
The 2010-2012 call for projects is intended for French local authorities and their
consortia within the framework of a decentralised cooperation partnership with
foreign local authorities. Three partnerships have been proposed for priority
geographic zones in Sub-Saharan Africa and the Mediterranean region plus four
thematic partnerships.
Up until 2009, approximately 250 projects had been financed each year for a total
annual amount of €10 million. As of 2010, MAEE has been favouring projects
covering the 2010-2012 time frame.50
Beyond this period, MAEE is responsible for financing specific projects located in
designated zones as part of allocated funding programs set up in collaboration
with partner regions. Falling into this category would be programs involving
Quebec, Argentina and Morocco.

Financing via a call for European projects
The European Union has since the end of the 1990’s been focusing on the commitments
of local and regional authorities and has devised a set of procedures for associating
these authorities with the Union’s cooperation policy. A budget line item has
specifically been reserved for projects sponsored by local agencies, via the programme
entitled Non-State Actors – Local Authorities in Development (NSA-LAD).51
This programme is intended for local authorities and seeks to improve living
conditions among southern hemisphere populations by acting at the local level; a
€24 million annual budget has been allocated.
This programme aims to achieve three main objectives, namely:
Objective 1: Support for development campaigns to be carried out by Nonstate Actors (NSA) or Local Authorities (LA) in close coordination with local
communities and the most vulnerable population segments, towards promoting
construction of a society that places emphasis on the principles of integration
and autonomy within the partner countries.
Objective 2: Support for actions inside both EU Member States and accession
countries with the aim of building awareness among the public regarding
development-related issues, i.e.: providing a development-oriented education,
rallying even broader support for the purpose of combating poverty, and
promoting more equitable relations between developed and emerging nations.
49. The most recent MAEE-sponsored call for projects covers the period 2010-2012: http://
cncd.diplomatie.gouv.fr/frontoffice/article.asp?menuid=8&lv=1&aid=140
50. “Nearly €25 million will be allocated by the State towards financing decentralized cooperation projects within the scope of the three-year 2010-2012 call for projects, as announced by Alain Joyandet, Secretary of State in charge of Cooperation with French-speaking
Countries, during a session of the National Commission on Decentralised Cooperation held
July 8, 2009.” - Source: MAEE/CNCD Website, www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/cncd/
51. Further information is available on the Website: http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/what/
civil-society/index_fr.htm
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Objective 3: Support for actions designed to ensure more effective cooperation,
while stimulating synergies and facilitating a well-balanced dialogue on the
topic of development between civil society institutions and local authority
associations from both the EU Member and Accession States, regarding their
organisational infrastructure in conjunction with EU institutions.

Financing of investments undertaken
by the French Development Agency 52
The French Development Agency (AFD) is a public-sector industrial and commercial
enterprise with the mission to finance and accompany development projects in a
number of designated priority nations using French public aid allocations. In order
to provide a suitable response to the needs of aid beneficiaries, the Agency is
continually seeking to expand and adapt its array of assistance tools.
The loans granted to States are typically established with long payback periods
and at below-market rates whenever justified by the financing target. In the social
welfare or water/sanitation sectors for example, financial profitability is deferred,
and this type of loan is considered entirely appropriate. Subsidies are applicable
on high-impact projects that do not generate sufficient profitability to allow for
loan-based financing. Subsidies can also be used as a complement to a loan,
along the same lines as technical assistance, so as to help strengthen borrowers’
capacity. Financing requests are submitted by local project owners, who are also
responsible for initiating and overseeing the project feasibility study.
More specifically, in the urban services sector, AFD intends to support local
development through renewing partnerships with local public authorities,
accompanied by more robust technical and financial assistance for local project
owners, including nascent ventures. The objective here is to facilitate the
establishment of coherent local policies relative to housing, mobility, economic
development, infrastructure and public services. Another goal is to promote
efficient and responsible modes of management through strengthening the
capacities of local partner agencies.
To implement this strategy, AFD is inclined to rely on the political know-how of
French public authorities. Accordingly, AFD has set the objective of bolstering
partnerships with local authorities in the southern hemisphere and building new
partnerships. When AFD initiates a project, the agency associates to the greatest
extent possible the French authority which already works in partnership with
the beneficiary of the project. Should the French entity not yet be involved in a
partnership, AFD identifies a candidate authority capable of providing effective
assistance.
The underlying principle here is that AFD does not directly finance decentralised
cooperation projects, but instead backs projects benefitting the foreign public
authority. AFD may choose to support decentralised cooperation actions as a
complement to a project, in which case AFD signs a three-party project agreement
52. www.afd.fr
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with the beneficiary authority and the French partner. If necessary, operators
working with the local beneficiary or the French authority (e.g. local public
corporation, urban planning & development office, nature park administration)
may be affiliated with this agreement. Under such conditions, AFD actions are
no longer eligible for financing from the Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs
(MAEE).

Financing of investments
by international institutions
The primary funding institutions in the arena of development assistance are:
the World Bank or the International Reconstruction and Development Bank
(IRDB);53
regional banks: Inter-American Development Bank (IDB),54 Asian Development
Bank (ADB),55 African Development Bank (AfDB),56 and European Reconstruction and Development Bank (ERDB).57
Only the first two banks mentioned have actually set up any kind of development
programmes aimed at reinforcing municipal infrastructure and institutions.
The procedures introduced by these development banks are for the most part
equivalent: a project is prepared and submitted for review by an eligible country
institution. The request is analysed by a panel of bank experts, often in conjunction
with consultants, then modified and negotiated with the aid recipient, and ultimately
financed via a loan instrument whose award and reimbursement conditions depend
on the recipient country’s level of development. The detailed project studies and
eventual execution give rise to calls for international aid, which if included in
project plans comprise a consulting service on behalf of the project owner.
Adoption of these very stringent procedures when calling for assistance prevents
the local authorities from directly and easily participating in a project financed
by this category of international funding institution, since local authorities are
not allowed to respond to such calls, while sponsors are prohibited from direct
project financing even if they recognise the utility of the actions they are capable
of orchestrating.
Nonetheless, co-financing set-ups may also exist, whereby each partner assumes
responsibility for a portion of project execution. In this way, a local authority
that has assisted a partner in defining a project can still provide assistance
throughout the execution phase financed by the sponsor. This project owner
assistance formula continues to be financed by both the local authorities and
the financial backer, which is responsible for financing both the studies and
infrastructure. Instituting a decentralised cooperation framework may prove to
be a positive factor for the sponsor.
53. www.worldbank.org (The IRDB belongs to the World Bank Group)
54. www.iadb.org
55. www.adb.org
56. www.afdb.org
57. www.ebrd.com
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As shown in the example of cooperation between the Île-de-France Region and
the City of Hanoi, local authorities, via a cooperation project, may assist their
partner to gain credibility in the eyes of international funding institutions and
demonstrate the “financial worthiness” of their projects.

Opportunities provided by calls for project financing
Beyond project-specific calls for financing, international institutions increasingly
pursue major national development assistance projects alongside local authorities.
Once a project has been defined, the international entity and foreign partner initiate
the call for assistance to accompany or supply equipment and/or infrastructure.
Local French authorities do not actively respond to these calls for a variety of reasons,
primarily due to their legal status. Yet preparing local teams does allow, from time
to time, for participation in international programmes that are eligible for either
private consultants or public-sector entities like France Coopération Internationale.58

The World Environment Fund – WEF59
The WEF invests in the field of sustainable urban transport services.
Since the WEF-3 programme, the WEF urban transport portfolio has underwritten
global strategic solutions and, to a lesser extent, autonomous projects promoted in
a number of municipalities. Local authorities (municipal departments, metropolitan
authorities), which are typically responsible for urban development and capital
investments in the local transport sector, are closely involved in these projects.
In April 2009, a total of 37 transport projects were being financed by WEF in over
73 cities around the world. Whereas WEF support for the transport sector had
initially been focused on technological solutions, the WEF-4 programme (20062010) has emphasized “non-technological” options, including: planning measures,
the transition to transport modes producing fewer greenhouse gas emissions, and
the promotion of more efficiently managed public transit systems.

The French Global Environment Facility – FFEM
The French Global Environment Facility (FFEM)60 is a bilateral public-sector fund
created in 1994 by the French government subsequent to the 1992 Rio Summit.
It is intended to promote worldwide environmental protection via sustainable
development projects in emerging nations. The FFEM, which takes its place among
the array of French policy tools to favour cooperation and development, provides
support for multi-actor partnerships and constitutes a strategic priority in French
financial assistance.
58. France Coopération Internationale (FCI) is a joint Ministerial entity supporting national
operators and promoting French expertise within the scope of cooperation and development
missions: http://www.fci.gouv.fr/
59. http://www.thegef.org/gef/
60. http://www.ffem.fr
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The FFEM is deployed in order to tie worldwide environmental protection to
local development initiatives through highlighting the following topics:
biodiversity;
battle against climate change;
water supply management at the international level;
campaign to preserve land resources;
treatment of permanent organic pollutants (POP).
As an example, FFEM has participated in a project to accompany the conversion
of vans to a natural gas supply system in the Mexico City federal district or
the programme to develop an integrated sustainable public transit system for
metropolitan Hanoi. It should be noted that FFEM can only finance projects up to
50% of the total capital amount.
By the end of 2008, 188 projects had been approved or were under review by this
fund, representing a potential investment of approximately €207 million.

Focus n°22
In 2008, the FFEM financed €1 million towards a project intended to assist
establishing a comprehensive approach to urban transport services in Tshwane, the
South African Republic’s capital city. This metropolitan area had a population of
2.2 million in 2001, climbing to nearly 3 million in 2008. The average density of
the urban area is very low, in an environment where wealthier residents travel in
private cars over long distances. The townships inherited from the apartheid era are
located far from both the central city and job centres, requiring poorer black residents
to take long trips using a deteriorating public transit system. The City of Tshwane
embarked on a new policy by adopting an Integrated Transport Plan (ITP) aimed at
giving priority to public transit. Its initial components are two fully dedicated bus
lines, whose design was financed by AFD. Construction is being financed by the South
African government within the scope of works for the 2010 Football World Cup event.
The main objective of this project is to accompany implementation of an efficient
and sustainable integrated transport network, capable of satisfying the needs of all
residents and contributing to a reduction in transport-related carbon emissions. Other
specific objectives include: support for both the construction and integration of mass
transit lines, urban densification along service corridors, and adaptation of the new
institutional framework.

The French Ministry of Ecology, Energy, Sustainable Development and the Sea
(MEEDDM) sits on the steering committee of the FFEM, with oversight provided
by AFD.
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FASEP: an intermediate tool61
The Private Sector Assistance Fund (known as FASEP62) is an instrument designed
to handle in-kind contributions organised by France to serve local beneficiaries
(whether they be central governments, provincial governments, municipalities or
public agencies), with provisions for an average disbursement of about €400,000.
This fund helps finance public services that meet the demands of a local beneficiary
upstream of any full-blown development project. Such financial intervention may
give rise to calling upon the expertise of French industry (engineering, equipment
suppliers, and service operators) with an identified source of financing (public or
private sector, bilateral or multilateral).
Three major types of interventions can be distinguished, all of which feature
a common objective, namely the promotion of economic development
projects:
main emphasis on studies to prepare for building projects and/or infrastructure operations: feasibility study, draft preliminary design, detailed preliminary
design, master plan etc.
technical assistance tied to the preparation or execution of projects;
institutional cooperation for economic purposes.

Focus n°23
The urban transportation master plan and feasibility study for the Morelia (Mexico)
metropolitan tramway project were produced thanks to an injection of FASEP funding:
Morelia, a city with a population of 900,000, has been experiencing heavy congestion
of its road network, resulting in degradation to both the environment and the city’s
historical monuments. This effort calls for building two main transit lines and
incorporating a feasibility study on the priority line. The planned ridership and
conditions for integrating these lines into the urban environment, especially through
the historic city centre (which has earned the distinction of a World Heritage Site),
have prompted the proposed tramway technology.
Ingerop (a consultant and direct beneficiary of FASEP funding) conducted detailed
studies on the first line for an amount of €500,000. Total project investment is
expected to top €250 million, with financing provided by a public-private partnership.
The tramway solution appeared as an attractive alternative to the “megabus” vehicles
popular in Latin America, as these buses are inappropriate in older central districts.
Mexico has some 20 cities of over 500,000 people with a colonial period city centre.

61. http://www.exporter.gouv.fr/exporter/pages.aspx?iddoc=365&pex=1-2-40-132-133-281-287-365
62. FASEP: A fund managed by the Treasury General Directorate (formerly DGTPE) within the
Ministry of the Economy, Industry and Employment: www.dgtpe.minefi.gouv.fr
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Part 2

The Involvement of
Local Authorities

Experiences
and Capitalisation
French local authorities have a long-standing
involvement in international cooperation programmes.
The practices they have developed in implementing
these programmes is worth sharing.
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Chapter 1

Case studies
1/1 Cooperation between the City of Lomé (Togo),
SYTRAL and CODATU
Context
The City of Lomé, political capital of Togo, is home to almost one million
inhabitants, that is to say 61% of the entire population of Togo. With an annual
growth of over 5% and increasing urban sprawl, it encounters the same urban
transport issues as any major city and it must find a way to satisfy the numerous
professional, economic, social, cultural and religious requirements.
The extent of this urban phenomenon and the corollary of an economically
poor population are reflected by a heterogeneous, polluting and dangerous
transport offer:
two-wheeled vehicles are increasingly common and burdensome (the majority
of travel is on taxi-motorbikes known as zémidjans);
public taxis that are outdated and generally carrying too many people.
This public urban transport offer in Lomé is, in fact, completely privatised, since
the local council folded the Local Transport Authority – and with it the bus system –
30 years ago, in view of its chronic deficit due to bad management. Since then,
private operators have tried to meet the demand. They rely on small vehicles with
a low passenger capacity (5 to 9 seats), to serve the urban and peri-urban areas.
Furthermore, the infrastructures are insufficient, badly maintained, too small and
therefore, overcrowded. Most of the roads are not surfaced or suitable for vehicles,
especially during the rainy seasons. Only the major roads that ensure a smooth
flow of traffic to peri-urban areas, business zones and residential areas have been
surfaced and provided with the minimum facilities to regulate and manage traffic.

How the project began
The first steps towards this cooperation began in 2000, when the Mayor of Lomé
invited CODATU to hold its congress in the Togolese capital. Thus in 2002, Lomé
hosted the 10th CODATU international conference, on the theme of ‘urban mobility
for all’.
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On this occasion, the meeting between SYTRAL,63 CODATU and Lomé City Council
led to the cooperation agreement. Deliberation began on the issue of re-launching
an urban transport system, using buses, based on the ‘Lomé Declaration’ to lay
down the principles and actions required to create a system of urban transport
accessible to all, in the framework of an international solidarity project coordinated
by CODATU.

Project objectives
The main objective of the project is to improve and increase urban mobility
through a system of urban and peri-urban transport that is both safe and equally
accessible to all members of society.
The main objectives are:
to put a public transport service back in place, only this time, instead of
entrusting it to a municipal authority, a public-private partnership SOTRAL64
was specifically created;
to apply the Lomé Declaration in the context of a scheme to develop a main
line network (5) which would serve a large part of the city.
The first phase was to get an experimental bus line up and running to enable
SOTRAL to develop its expertise and to construct a reliable institutional framework
that would make the project viable.

Deciding how and who will run the project
Because Lomé is a member of CODATU, setting up a partnership was simple and
enabled the city to benefit from experiences, and to create synergies that would
provide the necessary assistance and advice on transport development. The SYTRAL
and the City of Lomé signed an initial agreement in April 2003. The project
management was delegated to SYTRAL and CODATU. Lomé, as project owner, took
care of the institutional aspects. It created a private legal structure, under the form
of a public limited liability company (SOTRAL – Lomé transport company), which
was given the public transport bus franchise. It receives support from SYTRAL for
executive training and the commissioning of the first buses, six in total.

How the project unfolded
The main phases of the project since 2003 have been as follows:
beginning of 2003: a cooperation agreement, legally outlining the various
actions, was signed between the different actors, followed by an initial agreement between SYTRAL and Lomé City Council, for the dispatch of 11 buses with
transferral of ownership with the signing of the agreement;65
end of 2003: the City of Lomé performed a feasibility study presenting the
overall context and the content of the project as well as a financial estimation.
In parallel, it proposed the creation of SOTRAL (Lomé transport company).
63. SYTRAL: Public transport authority of the Rhone and Lyon area
64. SOTRAL: Lomé Transport Company
65. In total, only 6 buses were sent in the context of this first project (one SC10 and five
PR100)
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6 October 2005: the public liability company was legally established, with a
capital of 61 million CFA francs in cash contributions by the Autonomous Port
of Lomé, Togo’s Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the autonomous public
establishment that regulates the Lomé markets (EPAM), and a private company
(Global Business International) as well as in-kind contributions from Lomé City
Council;
19 June - 7 July 2006: training in Lyon for SOTRAL’s general manager in organisation and network management;
in November 2006: a new agreement between SYTRAL and Lomé Council to
define the transferral of new buses, training for the head mechanic and the
dispatch of spare parts;
16 October - 10 November 2006: training in Lyon for the head mechanic and
in Abidjan for the bus conductors, by SOTRA; 66
19 February 2007: a second agreement was signed on between Lomé and SYTRAL, for a duration of two years, during which time SYTRAL agreed to donate
15 buses (R312) to Lomé, a container of spare parts and to transport these
items. KEOLIS, transport operator in charge of Lyon’s rolling stock provided
training for the general manager and head mechanic of SOTRAL, Lomé covered
local expenses, equipment and human resources;
25 September 2007: the first bus line, initially expected to cover 12 kilometres
and increased to 15, was put into operation;
28-30 January 2009: a joint evaluation was performed by CODATU and the UATP
(African Union of Public Transport);
end of 2009: in the context of the Lomé Urban Environment Project and at
CODATU’s request, the AFD funded an expert evaluation of SOTRAL. This audit
was conducted in two phases in 2009 and 2010.
in August 2010: presentation of the audit and opening of the second bus line.

Financing the project
SYTRAL financed the donation of buses and spare parts and half the transport
costs, the rest of the costs were met by CODATU. This investment represents, along
with the value of the 15 buses, a sum of around €200,000 for the 2007-2010
agreement.
KEOLIS, the operator in charge of Lyon’s rolling stock provided training for the
general manager and SOTRAL’s head mechanic.
Lomé City Council covered local expenses, equipment and human resources. SOTRAL
took on the various costs for training the general manager, the head mechanic,
the two conductors (in Lyon and Abidjan). The capital also enabled them to train
conductors and ticket vendors (24 agents recruited during the launch phase). Part
of the resources was used to refurbish the PR100, with no success.
The Togolese government paid various port and customs expenses, as well
as providing an operating capital, and various investments necessary for the
experimental line to be launched (26.4 million CFA francs).

66. SOTRA: Abidjan Transport Company (Ivory Coast)
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The results
The first six buses (one SC10 + five PR100) sent in 2002-2003 were not used.
Although the SC10 could have been salvaged, the five PR100s suffered major
damage during transfer and storage, the depot originally designated by Lomé
Council could not be used due to unfinished road works. This can be partly
explained by the absence of any follow-up of this first fleet. In 2006-2007, access
to the depot, equipped with a secure enclosure made it possible to receive the
buses donated in framework of the second agreement.
In parallel, the roads for the experimental bus route were resurfaced and the stops
built. So the experimental line (Line 1) was finally opened on 15 September 2008:
it is approximately 15 km long and it links the Grand Marché in the centre of Lomé
to the Adidogomé neighbourhood in the north of Lomé, serving facilities such as
the University Hospital Centre and the secondary school for vocational training.
In 2009, nine buses out of 15 were sent. Their use was as follows:
four in service (two in each direction);
four on standby for replacement and emergency;
one used for spare parts.
The results are as follows:
length of the line: 15 km with 19 stops;
price of a ticket: 250-200 CFA francs, with special rates at 150 CFA francs;
frequency: every 20 minutes during morning and evening rush hour, otherwise
every 40 minutes;
running times: between 5:30 am and 6:30-7 pm;
number of passengers: 700 / day on average;
busiest days: Monday and Friday.
The operation of this line created 27 jobs and transported 400,000 passengers in
the first year.
Also, the reduction in the cost of transport is an important point for the users.
Indeed, the implementation of a bus line created competition with the taxis. They
were obliged to lower their rates (from 450 CFA francs to 250 – 300 CFA francs)
– an agreement was signed with the police to ensure the buses’ safety and to
facilitate transit and parking.
However, concerns about the durability of the project are appearing. SOTRAL has
not achieved financial stability, which puts the future operation in jeopardy:
currently the system does not have enough staff, and the staff they have is not
sufficiently trained. The operation and management of the system is plagued by
problems: there is a chronic lack of cash and management resources, the storage
facility is basic with no repairs workshop, and the buses are not adapted to the
climate (no ventilation): improvements have been made and sliding windows
created at the front and back of the bus.
Moreover, no agreement has been signed between Lomé City Council and SOTRAL,
due in part to the incomplete decentralisation process and a limited transfer of
transport authority from state to city government.
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However, these first steps have shown the pertinence of having a bus service in
Lomé, the possibilities but also the difficulties to surmount. This experimental
phase enables partners to enter into talks with international financial institutions,
such as the AFD.

	The project continues...
The initial expert evaluation has already begun to bear fruit: the end of phase
one has enabled various parties - and the state in particular - to take stock
of the importance of maintaining the network. That is why it is important
to underline the recent developments in the Togolese state, and namely, the
new transport minister’s declaration concerning the opening of a second bus
line by SOTRAL. Furthermore, at the ministry of transport’s urgent request, a
subcontracting agreement is currently being prepared between the state and
SOTRAL (financial compensation, temporary VAT exoneration, customs duty for
five years, etc.).
Once the committee charged by the board of directors to monitor and control
the operation had observed the grave financial difficulties of SOTRAL, it was
decided that an assisted management model should be put in place. In seeking
sustainable solutions to consolidate the business development, SOTRAL’s shareholders took it upon themselves to implement a certain number of technical and
financial means. A special fund of 8 million CFA francs was contributed by Lomé
City Council to support the ongoing operation, while one of the board members
decided to repair the vehicles (using spare parts found locally), to perform the
necessary surfacing work in the depot and to prepare the second bus line, which
was opened by the end of August 2010.

Lessons to be learned
The decentralised cooperation of urban transport is a strategic approach by Lomé
City Council to meet the numerous development problems of its transport system.
However, this approach is aimed more at obtaining stock than actually structuring
a transport service.
The first difficulties encountered in the implementation of this project are specific
to the difficult Togolese socio-political and economic context:
Several elements were responsable for delaying this project:
mobilising economic actors to invest in SOTRAL was not easy, given the numerous hesitations and the wariness expressed in view of the state of the stock,
the sustainability of the activity and the experience of the previous local transport authority;
a major difficulty is Lomé Council’s inability to provide the financial means
(financial support for SOTRAL) for the infrastructures necessary to begin operating a bus system (planning and developing road networks etc.);
the absence of any agreement between SOTRAL and Lomé Council and the
reluctance of the Togolese state to support the operation, make the initial
challenges difficult to surmount.
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Aside from these particular difficulties, several methodological points have
also hindered this project:
the political and legal evaluations of the decentralisation process were not
thorough enough. The decentralisation of transport expertise is often a delicate subject. Although France has made more progress in this matter, many
countries are still under centralised management and must be closely evaluated in order for all parties to contribute to this project;
administrative and financial difficulties need to be closely monitored onsite by
each partner to enable beneficiaries to gradually takeover the project. As well
as training and logistical support from the French partners, methodological
support and monitoring is required;
beyond just ‘supplying buses’, a mutual project strategy needs to be determined to build a transport system from the ground up.
Once, and only once there is a controlled and structured partnership in place (and
not simply the supply of stock) can the recipient local authority hope to attract
major international backers.

1/2 Cooperation between the Île-de-France Region
and Hanoi City People’s Committee
Context
Hanoi is a city of over 3 million inhabitants, a number that is constantly growing,
especially since the city integrated the province of Ha Tay, bringing the number of
its inhabitants to 4 or 5 million.
Because of increased purchasing power, the inhabitants of Hanoi, the majority
of whom travelled by bicycle, rapidly changed to motorbikes and then to cars. At
the same time, public transport fell into disrepair, because of its lack of reliability
and comfort.

How the project began
Since 1989, the Île-de-France Region has maintained a relationship of cooperation
with the City of Hanoi in various fields (town planning, transport, professional
training, heritage, education). This cooperation is the subject of regular meetings
and evaluations (joint cooperation committees).
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In 1999, looking to refocus its attention on the urban sector, the Île-de-France
Region, at the request of Hanoi Town Council, drew up an initial evaluation. A lack
of coordination between the development and planning sectors was observed. The
Region offered to accompany the City of Hanoi in its choice and implementation
of new planning methods and urban management according to sustainable
development principles. The issues of public transport and housing were made
priorities.

Project objectives
In order to implement a transport policy to cover the entire city and surrounding
suburbs, the Mayor of Hanoi called upon the skills of central government specialists
in urban transport planning.
The local authorities sought:
support for decentralisation of expertise;
help to develop and render the bus service more dynamic;
assistance with the implementation of a major transport network, such as a
tramway or metro service.

Deciding how and who will run the project
The project was co-run by the Île-de-France Regional Council and the Hanoi
City People’s Committee, in the context of their cooperation agreement. The
implementation was performed by the Cooperation Centre for Urban Development
or IMV (Franco-Vietnamese management) and the project managers Asiatrans and
Ecotrans.
Some 40 expert evaluations were performed between 2000 and 2005. It is
interesting to note that the Île-de-France Region was able to call for external
contributions, both regional and national, to complete their offer of expertise.
For the Ecotrans2 project, German and French (AFD) cooperation came together.
On site, the projects financed by the Île-de-France Regional Council were
implemented by the IMV and TRAMOC (Hanoi transport management and operation
centre). The rail project was also conducted in partnership with the Vietnamese
rail service.

How the project unfolded
Setting up the IMV, 2001
The Cooperation Centre for Urban Development (IMV) was created with the intention
of facilitating the implementation of initiatives and actions: it enables better
coordination between the City’s departments and the Ministry for Construction
and Planning, equally involved in the project. It holds seminars, training, finances
research, capitalises and shares information on urban planning issues in France
and Vietnam.
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Implementation of Asiatrans and Ecotrans since 2002
Since acquiring a bus system was considered a priority, Hanoi and Île-de-France
joined forces67 with the Brussels-Capital region and the City of Hannover to bring
this project to fruition with the Hanoi transport management and operation centre
(Tramoc), thus providing institutional and technical support.
They were able to restructure the public transport system with the guidance of
specialists from abroad: training courses were organised on planning issues,
improving productivity, driver conduct, and marketing. Three foreign experts
were permanently onsite to impart advice and teach on strategy, planning and
maintenance, and specialists from the RATP and the University of Hannover came
to perform specialised technical assignments. Numerous meetings in France and
Europe were also organised.
Furthermore, 50 renovated RATP buses were delivered to the Hanoi bus company
in 2001 and a bus maintenance depot was equipped to European standards. Two
interchanges were built and plans to improve roads were developed. Electronic
travel passes were also introduced.
The Ecotrans 2 programme contributed to the initial infrastructure, with the
completion of three pilot projects:
the renovation of two urban rail stations (Long Bien and Co Loa) and assistance to provide a link between the tourist and inter-urban train lines between
Long Bien and Co Loa with a view to diversifying the transport offer;
the bus interchange at Hoang Quoc Viet and a study for a separate bus lane;
completion of the first public transport line in the capital’s centre. The project
will also offer cleaner modes of transport by introducing cycle lanes, widening
pavements and improving public lighting.
Initiative and support for a major public transport system
An initial study for a tramline to be built on an east to west axis across the
city was performed during the 2002 cooperation; however, a project of that
size exceeded the region’s financial means, so it applied for this funding to be
provided within the framework of a bilateral cooperation between the French and
Vietnamese states.
In 2004-2005, a feasibility study was performed to obtain FASEP funding, and an
integration scheme was implemented within the city’s public transport network.
The former was performed by Systra and the latter by Thales. Hanoi City received
support from ISTED68 for the contracting (project management), the latter had
called upon experts from CERTU69 and CGPC.70 To ensure these studies ran smoothly,
a Franco-Vietnamese steering group was created by the French Economic Mission
in Hanoi and Hanoi City with the participation of the IMV.
67. In the context of the European Commission’s AsiaUrbs and AsiaProEco programmes
68. ISTED: Institut des Sciences et des techniques de l’Equipement et de l’Environnement
pour le Développement. www.isted.com
69. CERTU: Research Centre for Urban Networks, Transport, Town Planning and Public Buildings www.certu.fr
70. CGPC: Conseil Général des Ponts et Chaussées is since 2008 part of the Commission for the
Environment and Sustainable Development. http://www.cgedd.developpement-durable.gouv.fr/
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In light of the study performed in late 2005, the authorities chose to start by
building an elevated light-rail metro. However, rapid urban developments have
led to an expansion of this project: indeed, these initial proposals are based on a
revision of the 1998 Hanoi development plan.
In 2008, the JICA drew up a new urban development plan which included
hypotheses for even higher population growth and motorised transport. This study
confirmed the necessity to construct four regular metro lines, including the one
studied by Systra in 2004 and 2005.

Financing the project
All missions performed by the Île-de-France Region were financed by its budget
for cooperation, at a sum of about €1 million over five years.
A large part of the project to render the system more dynamic and to extend
the bus line was co-funded by the European Union in the framework of the Asia
Urbs and Asia EcoPro programmes and the local authorities of Hanoi, BrusselsCapital and Hannover). In total, the European Union’s contribution was €1
million.
The RATP, associate partner in both these programmes, supplied an initial fleet
of 50 renovated buses under customs exemption related to the partnership
with the Île-de-France Region.
The studies performed by Systra and Thalès were financed by the Treasury and
Economic Policy Directorate General (DGTPE) of the French Ministry of Economy, Industry and Employment via the funding for the private sector, FASEP71
and the French Global Environment Facility (FFEM72).
For the Ecotrans2 programme:
a loan from the AFD co-financed the first phase of the 2006 – 2010 City of
Hanoi’s public transport programme, the global cost of which was estimated at
€530 million (this project is part of the partnership framework document73 which
defines, among other French priority initiatives in Vietnam, the development
of transport infrastructures, and urban and rail transport infrastructures in
particular);
other joint financing is provided by the IDA,74 the World Environmental Fund,
and Hanoi City Council;
the project also made it possible to mobilise the World Bank.

71. FASEP: funds managed by the Treasury and Economic Policy Directorate General of the
Ministry of Finance, Industry and Employment. www.dgtpe.minefi.gouv.fr
72. FFEM: French Global Environment Facility finances action to protect the environment. It
is managed by the AFD, French Development Agency. www.ffem.fr
73. Partnership Framework Document: a document that is co-signed by the MAEE and partner
countries, which defines a five-year strategy in the country in question
74. The International Development Association (IDA) is a World Bank institution that supports the world’s poorest countries
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The results
According to the project partners, the results are visible: the number of public
transport users per year has increased from 6 million in 2000, to 300 million in
2007, and 400 million in 2010. Today, 65 bus lines are operational, and a municipal
structure ensures the coordination of different services. These actions have made it
possible to reinforce the safety and reliability of the various transport services and
to significantly reduce pollution.
Aside from the immediate and expected results, the project inspired other actors,
projects and funding:
attracted national and European funding for in-depth studies;
extended the cooperation with the Ministry of Planning and Construction with
a future planning project for the Hanoi region. The Île-de-France Regional
Council supported the ministry in the creation of a development master plan
and transport policy will now be handled at this new level, with funding for a
regional plan for public transport and logistics;
received 150 buses from the RATP;
promoted French and European companies, thanks to contracts for the bus
maintenance depot facilities.

Lessons to be learned
The expertise provided in the medium term has enabled the City of Hanoi to
structure its project and reflect upon its system of transport. This raised its
credibility in the eyes of French and European backers. In this respect, the
decentralised cooperation has played a very important part through its continual
presence and its ability to adapt to the various problems, which an engineering
firm would not be able to do in the framework of an established project.
The Hanoi/ Île-de-France project shows the role that might be played by local
authorities that cannot finance their own transport projects, but whose expertise
enable their partner towns to access international funds.

1/3 Cooperation

between the Urban Communities
of Greater Lyon and Rabat (Morocco)
Context
The Urban Community of Rabat includes the cities of Rabat, Salé and Témara. This
amounts to a total of 2 million inhabitants, representing 3.6 million trips per
day in 2006: 66% of them were on foot, 14% by bus, and 6% by taxi. The Urban
Community of Rabat was severely lacking an urban public transport system and
any plan to implement one.
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In parallel, a political reform of the national transport system was launched,
and major organisational projects, namely the one to renovate and re-plan the
Bouregreg valley, were initiated under the command of King Mohammed VI.
From 2006, the Moroccan state, through its Home Office (General Directorate of
Local Authorities or DGCL75) developed a national strategy76 for the sustainable
development of urban transport, which included four main elements: a constructive
institutional and regulatory framework, a more attractive public transport system,
optimal road maintenance in urban areas and sustainable financing. The project is
part of this strategy.
A certain dynamic has, therefore, been implemented, but without any real
endeavour or coordination from the actors: this sector falls within the remits of
both local authorities and the state.

How the project began
A cooperation protocol was signed in 2003 between the Urban Community of
Greater Lyon and the City of Rabat; it focused mainly on the implementation of
skills in the field of public transport and travel.
The project to create a tramway and restructure the municipal bus service was also
part of this cooperation and gave rise to initial exchanges between both cities’
town planning agencies.

Project objectives
In order for the inhabitants to benefit from reliable and modern modes of
transport that are accessible to all, especially in terms of cost, the project’s
specific goals are as follows:
to reinforce Rabat’s contracting capabilities in the field of travel and transport
infrastructures;
to involve public service actors, private and public operators in the various design, preparation and implementation processes and the updating of strategic
and operational town planning and urban management tools (urban transport
plan, traffic and parking schemes, creating a transport network etc.);
to help Rabat to harmonise the aims and the specifics of various operational
and strategic tools.

75. Direction générale des collectivités locales (General Directorate of Local Authorities).
76. See the report by Abdellatif Chadali, Director of Planning and Equipment –
Moroccan Home Office – Africités – December 2009
http://www.codatu.org/francais/seminaires/Africites/Chadali.pdf
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Deciding how and who will run the project
This project is characterised by a significant number of negotiators:
Rabat City Council contracted the programme, assisted by Greater Lyon;
the project was planned in the Urban Community of Rabat and subsequently the
cities of Rabat, Salé and Témara were included;
aside from the local authorities concerned, the relevant ministries and Wilayahs,
the tramway department, which is part of the Bouregreg Valley town planning
agency (a financially independent, state-run public establishment) also got involved;
on the French side, from 2006, the project provided for the participation of
CERTU,77 the CETE78 of Lyon, SYTRAL,79 and the CNFPT.80 An agreement was signed
between these actors in order to formalise their respective roles and commitments;
the Rabat Salé Town Planning Agency (AURS) was also called upon, namely for
its expertise.

How the project unfolded
The main framework agreements and financial requests were as follows:
7 July 2003: the general protocol for the cooperation was signed by the Urban
Community of Rabat, Lyon City Council and the Urban Community of Greater
Lyon;
19 September 2005: the 2006-2008 decentralised cooperation agreement was
signed, it focused mainly on urban transport and travel;
16 December 2008: a new cooperation agreement was signed for 2009-2011;
it focused on the following fields: transport and travel, public lighting, economic development and sustainable development.
Concerning the more specific running of the Decentralisation Support
Programme (PAD) 2007-2009 project, a dozen or so seminars and workshops
were held with the Lyon and Moroccan teams between 2007 and 2009, in
particular:
in 2007: a workshop in Lyon with the urban transport plan technical committee from Rabat was organised. Expertise concerning the overall development
plan was commissioned and remarks were made on the reference terms of the
various contracts;
in 2008: two summary reports on transport planning were submitted. Also,
seminars on the subject were held in Rabat with research managers from AURS;
in 2009: a round table was held on the theme of the relationship between
transport and town planning in the Rabat-Salé-Temara Urban Community.
The CORAIL81 Association monitored the cooperation for Greater Lyon.
77. Research Centre for Urban Networks, Transport, Town Planning and Public Buildings.
78. Technical studies centre
79. Public Transport Authority of the Rhone and Lyon area
80. National centre for the management of territorial service
81. The CORAIL association has participated in this cooperation since 2003. It ensured the
project management for a sum of €140,000: www.corail-developpement.org
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Financing the project
In 2004 in Morocco, an FSP (project grant from the French Ministry of Foreign
Affairs) was put in place to support the Moroccan decentralisation process (PAD).82
This Franco-Moroccan fund is designed to support and reinforce Moroccan local
authorities before financing the infrastructure. A call for projects was launched and
Rabat City Council and the Urban Community of Lyon decided to apply. In 2006,
the local authorities of Rabat and Lyon obtained joint funding for the project to
improve Rabat’s contracting capabilities for public urban travel and transport.
For the 2006-2008 period, the overall cost of the project amounted to €412,000
as follows: PAD 50% / Greater Lyon 38% / Rabat 12%.
In the context of the new project, the AFD provided €300,000 to help coordinate
the cooperation, organise the training and provide expert advice.83

The results
The various actions have enabled some real progress at a local level.
The support Rabat received in structuring and implementing its partnership
made it possible:
to make the Rabat team aware of the necessity to work in partnership with
the relevant authorities84 and on the appropriate territorial scale for mobility
planning, i.e. in the wider urban area;
to build a common culture among the territory’s actors and awareness of the
major challenges of a transport policy;
to promote the importance of planning, based on an urban transport plan
(PDU)85;
the necessary relationship between town planning and transport;
to support the organisation of the Municipality of Rabat’s Transport’ Department and to improve their expertise (recruitment and acquisition of IT equipment).
On the whole, the PAD programme supported the city in its transport choices for
the future, and helped coordinate the urban transport actors (organisation of the
Mediterranean seminar at Shkirat by CODATU in 2008). This programme clarified
and consolidated Rabat’s expectations of the Lyon team and a shared culture of
cooperation between the partners.

82. Moroccan decentralisation support programme
83. Concerning the cost related to the investment, the AFD funds up to €85 million of the
project
84. Various steering committees have been put in place for each project. For example: for the
bus system, a steering committee consisting of the General Directorate of Local Authorities,
(or DGCL), the Wilyah, the three prefectures, 14 towns and the Bouregreg agency was created
in 2006; the study of the Public Transport Master Plan (SDTC) was performed by the Wilayah,
the extended technical committee includes the three prefectures, the Rabat Salé Town Planning Agency and the Bouregreg Agency
85. PDU: Urban transport plan
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Lessons to be learned
This experience taught us several things.
For the project’s actors:
the role of the actors can sometimes be difficult to identify, for both the
French and partner local authorities, particularly if decentralisation is recent;
the expertise is thinly spread and the training offer is limited;
however, cooperation between the two actors is key to the project’s success:
the cooperation project must not, therefore, disregard such in depth action in
this field;
the coordinated response to the PAD call for projects made the notion of a
closer collaboration between actors and a sharing of knowledge all the more
obvious;
a cooperation consisting of very gradual steps essential for the future. From
these first small steps, the partners can start to expand their knowledge of
transport, by drawing on a shared culture (both locally and globally). This
enables a better understanding of the actors’ roles in a country undergoing
decentralisation;
the consistency of the technical teams is often uncertain in cooperation programmes.
Concerning town planning:
a comparative study of other cities in Europe and across the world provides a
clearer vision of urban transport forecasting and programming;
a clear planning approach must be integrated to the planning and transport
relationship via subject-specific approaches relating to transport systems, parking, road safety etc:
a master plan for planning orientation and operations, a regional development master plan, an integrated development plan for the urban area and a
public transport master plan must be coordinated;
twinned teams (town planners and public transport professionals) must be
developed.
Questions and areas for future action begin to emerge:
although the necessity for collaboration is clear, its governance needs to be
structured so that decisions can be made based on ongoing initiatives and
long and short-term issues:
leading a concerted effort in residential areas (in both the metropolitan
and rural zones) means preparing to implement a transport authority (AOD)
capable of managing the public transport operators and coordinating the
various boundaries of each actor’s responsibility;
developing a real urban transport plan integrated at all scales means
collecting and harmonising the existing diagnostic elements of the SDTC,86
short and medium-term projects (dedicated bus lanes, for example), with the
long-term development scenarios.

86. ‘Schéma Directeur des Transports Collectifs’ (Public transport master plan)
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1/4 Cooperation between the Urban Community
of Montpellier, the Federal
	District of Brasilia (Brazil) and the AFD
Context
Brasília, the Federal District of Brazil, is both the federal capital and a state of
the Union. The Brasilia ‘pilot-plan’87 created in 1960 for a population of 500,000,
on the principle of spatial separation of functions and with the aim of adapting
the city to automobile traffic, must now handle 2.3 million inhabitants and over
one million cars. The entire urban basin, which covers the Federal District and
22 towns, has 3 million inhabitants. A total population of around 4 million is
forecast for the urban region by 2020.
Although buses, particularly in the form of dedicated transit lanes for express lines,
appeared as an alternative to cars, the growing congestion of the roads obliged
the authorities to envisage other means, such as a metro or tramway. In Brasilia, a
first metro line was opened in 1998 to link the central area to surrounding cities.88
Following the elections in 2006, the Federal District’s new government made public
transport its priority in a global approach to urban planning.

How the project began
In 2007, with the help of the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), the Federal
District Government began an integrated transport development programme for
the Federal District.
A territorial and sustainable development master plan was approved in 2008 and the
Federal District’s urban transport master plan was revised. It provided for the gradual
implementation of an integrated public transport network, accompanied by the
restructuring of urban spaces, traffic and parking regulation and the reinforcement of
non-motorised forms of transport, in order to improve urban mobility within the city.

Project objectives
The specific objectives of the overall programme were of an operational and
institutional nature:
to develop the integrated public transport network, namely the main lines
(metro, light rail, rapid transit bus lanes) to meet demand while offering a
quality alternative to individual modes of transport;
to make the transport policy part of the territory’s global approach to sustainable development, serving residents and businesses, using as little fossil fuel
as possible and emitting few greenhouse gases.
87. The historical centre of Brasilia, a UNESCO World Heritage site, with its airplane-shaped
layout, is called the ‘pilot plan’, designed by the urban architect Luis Costa and the architect
Oscar Niemeyer
88. In some cases 35 km away
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Deciding how and who will run the project
The programme was coordinated within the institutional framework for transport
in the Federal District. The transit authority for all public transport, DF TRANS, is
part of the Federal District Government’s transport department (GDF). The public
company METRO-DF became the sole operator of metro and light rail systems.
GDF is the contracting authority for the entire programme, via a management unit
reporting to the transport department.
To ensure a thorough technical support for the urban transport policy, and in the
context of French decentralised cooperation, the AFD, which supported the light
rail metro project, rallied the support of the Urban Community of Montpellier
(CAM) and Montpellier’s local public transport company (TAM89):
a decentralised cooperation agreement was signed between the Urban Community of Montpellier and the Federal District of Brasilia:
this agreement defined, in particular, the fields of action and their respective areas of responsibility, in particular for travel and translation costs;
a financial agreement was signed between the AFD and the Urban Community
of Montpellier:
this agreement, signed at the same time as the cooperation agreement in
June 2009, determined how the funds would be made available for the CAM’s
support. This support essentially consisted of supplying experts and hosting
training courses in Montpellier.
The Brazilians chose Montpellier after having visited several French cities in 2008 to
see how they had organised their tramway systems. For the AFD, which provided a
significant portion of the investment, the expertise provided by the TAM represented
a technical guarantee to ensure the project would be efficiently executed. The
partners’ missions often mobilise numerous French local public enterprises (LPE)
and require the LPEs to send a representative to coordinate meetings, visits and
appointments.

How the project unfolded
The project is currently in its initial phase.
The Brazilian technicians are set to follow training courses in Montpellier, while
the CAM technicians will spend 100 days over three years in South America. The
exchanges are organised every six months.
Several technical missions took place in both Brasilia and Montpellier in the
first year:
the missions performed by the French experts enabled them to act on a number
of technical elements and to identify points to be clarified before the work
began. These missions are prepared upstream by the AFD and the Brazilian
party, thus enabling the French experts to work over a short period, but full
time, in their field of expertise;

89. Created in 1978, TAM – Transports de l’Agglomération de Montpellier, Montpellier’s local
public transport authority, is a semi-public company (SAEM) for urban transport (the tramway in particular) in Montpellier
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a mission with Metro DF (financed by the AFD) and the (self-financed) consortium in charge of its implementation was organised during one week in Montpellier, in order to go over the main lines of such a programme (project
communication and construction, civil engineering, technical systems, rolling
stock, general project coordination).

Financing the project
The total cost of the project over the 2008-1010 period was estimated at around
$3 billion (€2 billion).
The overall financing package is as follows:
Total financing excluding GDF: approximately 1.140 billion USD (€761 million):
IADP:			
approx. 570 million USD (€380 million);
The World Bank (or IDB):
approx. 270 million USD (€180 million);
Brazilian Development Bank: approx. 100 million USD (€67million);
AFD:			
approx. 200 million USD (€134 million);
GDF financing: 			
approx. 1.86 billion USD (€1.239 billion).
The loan from the AFD in December 2008 for €134 million is destined to finance
part of the cost to develop the light rail metro.
The expert delegation sent by the Urban Community of Montpellier is included in
the AFD–Montpellier agreement for a total of €350,000.

Lessons to be learned
The institutional set-up is innovative in more than one way for an international
cooperation agreement including local authorities:
cooperation between local authorities came from an initiative by the AFD,
which wanted to make available comprehensive expertise in urban transport
and planning;
aside from the technical support, the participation of the authority makes it
possible to reinforce exchanges and evaluations of the policies in both France
and Brazil;
by integrating a funding agreement with a local authority, AFD can benefit
from the expert technical support from LPEs, without having to resort to calls
for tender.
The cooperation is interesting for the Urban Community of Montpellier
because:
it recognises and promotes local expertise in urban transport at an international level;
rooted in local technical and industrial know-how, this cooperation opens doors
for local economic actors thus contributing to local economic development;
it enables the city’s development actors to observe other sites and experiences, different aspects etc. and, therefore, to improve their know-how;
finally, the opportunity to work with Brasilia, spotlighted Montpellier’s knowhow in the field of town planning, thanks to its close involvement in the renovation of Brasilia. It was also an opportunity for many urban development actors
to get involved; for them the reinvention of Brasilia marks an important event.
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The experience was also enriching for the TAM:
international involvement isn’t always easy. Although LPEs regularly receive
delegations, in particular from abroad, medium term involvement in a project requires a whole different kind of organisation: the company may not
necessarily be structured for, nor be accustomed to international cooperation. Thus, considering the delegations, the translations, and also steering
the projects with political partners, the financers - each with their own
specific references and practices - demands significant organisation. Furthermore, the assignments are often more complex, the terms of reference
more specific, and hence the preparation for French participants is more
significant. Also, the image of the local authority is at stake, and this
requires executive directors to be present;
for the previous director, who initiated this involvement, opening up to the
experience of others requires a strong commitment on the part of management. This is vital if the organisation is to avoid closing in on itself. The
utility of these exchanges lies in the comparison of methods and, through
this, an analysis of the practices and indeed the habits revealed within the
organisation.

		1/5 Twinning

of the MEEDDM and
the Israeli Ministry of Transport
with a view to improving the quality
		 of public transport in urban areas of Israel
How the project began
Israel is a highly urbanised country: 92% of its 7 million inhabitants live in urban
areas, and consequently have a high population density (320 inhabitants / sq.
km). Finding available space for the development of new residential areas and
for building additional transport infrastructures is limited by the small size of the
country and the need to protect what is left of the natural environment.
This demographic and geographic structure means that the demand for mobility is
high and the transport network is under great strain. Israel has 6400 km of roads,
including motorways, which may be considered as links between the main cities,
but they also create a vital link to suburban areas.
The transport offer in Israel essentially consists of a bus service, the main public
transport service through urban and interurban areas with a fleet of 6000 vehicles.
Over 2 million trips are performed per working day by the public transport system.
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There are two processes occurring in parallel: the diversification of the bus service
offer, launched in 2000, and the current reorganisation of the transport networks
in the three main cities, which constitute a challenge for the Ministry of Transport
i.e. providing permits and coordinating 14 different operators as well as supervising
the new public transport systems that are beginning to emerge. Furthermore, for
the first time, the ministry must manage planning difficulties, particularly in view
of the public transport issues, combined with the growing demand for private
vehicles, affecting noise and air pollution, public health, road safety and fossil
fuel consumption in view of the considerable price increase.
The ministry initially thought it would be able to outsource certain tasks, but
the experience of the last 10 years has shown that a new internal organisational
structure was necessary.
A significant decrease in the negative effects of car pollution cannot be achieved
without a real change in the approach to public transport: the implementation of an
attractive multimodal transport system under the responsibility and management
of more appropriate public bodies and institutions is becoming necessary.
This is the aim of the project, thus clearly adhering to a sustainable development
strategy, in relation to the EU-Israel association agreement of 1995 and the
action plan signed in 2007 for the implementation in Israel of the European
Neighbourhood Policy.

Project objectives
The aim of the institutional twinning project is to help the Ministry of
Transport to:
establish a National Transport Authority responsible for public transport at a
national level;
lay the foundations to experiment a regional urban transport authority in Haifa
and then spread the experience to the main cities (Jerusalem and Tel Aviv);
redefine the procedures and rules to manage this new organisation, so as to
improve the ministry’s capacity to promote integrated and financially stable
multi-modal transport networks.

How the project unfolded
The support programme is planned over an 18-month period.
A preliminary phase based on a horizontal approach, makes it possible to perform
an assessment of the current situation, and thus to develop a definition and
a detailed analysis of the concept of Transport Authorities. Throughout this
preliminary phase, study trips in two French and European cities were performed
and the strategy was defined and then validated.
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Then, various operational phases determined by the project’s objectives were
implemented:
The establishment of a National Transport Authority
This phase consists of defining the missions and staff necessary to implement
them, establishing the decision-making structure and planning and management tools, defining the budget, financial resources, geographical limits and
training the National Transport Authority’s key members.
	Creating a Regional Transport Authority (in the Haifa area)
This phase consists of identifying the parties that need to be mobilised for the
authority to run smoothly, defining the structure and the mandates as well as
the geographical limits of the metropolitan area of Haifa.
Adaptation of the rules and procedures for the Ministry of Transport
as well as the National and Regional Transport Authorities
This phase consists of defining the procedures, defining the distribution of
decision-making capabilities, implementing a marketing policy, establishing
legislation and necessary regulations and implementing planning and management tools.

Project organisation
The project runs like any other institutional twinning project. Based on a call for
tender, a consortium was organised around the MEEDDM in partnership with the
Tuscany Region (Italy).
Every programme to increase capabilities through institutional twinning
involves:
a resident twinning advisor based in the beneficiary country. This project required a person with 10 years of personal experience in a medium-sized transport authority, and someone able to work in English (spoken and written);
a transport expert from the Hauts-de-Seine County Council was mobilised;
moreover, ‘short term’ experts were planned for: 315 days were programmed
in the various fields of transport (legislative and regulatory aspects, financial
questions and pricing, selecting and contracting operators etc.). All of the experts were English-speaking. The project included a team of European experts
covering all of the profiles required. Because of the relationship it has with
the cities, in its proposal, the MEEDDM was able to secure the mobilisation
of experts from Lyon, Marseille, Toulouse, Nice, Bordeaux, Clermont-Ferrand
etc., national structures (CERTU, FMOT General Council, DIACT, INRETS) and
associations such as the GART and EMTA;90
among the experts, a head of transport and mobility from the Tuscany
Region, the deputy general manager of SYTRAL, representatives from the STIF
and the SMTC of Clermont-Ferrand...
Several visits were organised during the twinning project: formal agreements by
several cities are therefore under consideration.

90. Association of European Metropolitan Transport Authorities
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Financing the project
The project is financed entirely by the European Commission for a sum of €970,000
and is part of the action plan signed in 2007 for the implementation of the
European Neighbourhood Policy in Israel and the 2007-2010 indicative programme
for the Neighbourhood and the European Union-Israel Partnership initiative- the
financial agreement of which was signed in July 2008.

Lessons to be learned
It is too soon to make an objective evaluation of the project, but if this
experiment succeeds and lasts, it will be thanks to:
a strong political will on the part of the actors and stakeholders;
the commitment of the actors leading this project;
ongoing training.
This experience is interesting for local authorities because of the capacity of the
MEEDDM to weave networks of experts among the various departments of local authorities (that possess the technical expertise today thanks to decentralisation). This
enables them to mobilise them at an international level.
This is possible because the experts identified:
have recognised expertise;
speak and maintain their level of English;
are able to produce their CV in the time and format required by the European
Union.

1/6 Cooperation

between the Urban
Community of Nantes Metropole and Agadir91
Context
The fifth largest Urban Community in Morocco (in terms of population), Agadir has
over 600,000 inhabitants (850,000 in Greater Agadir).
During the city’s reconstruction, following a major earthquake in 1960, wide
boulevards were built without any real consideration of traffic flow or transport.
In 2001, when the transport cooperation began, (cf. below), public transport was
provided in part by an agency, whose fleet consisted of old and badly maintained
buses - yet a large workforce -, and in part by two private companies. In addition
a multitude of collective taxis are used for interurban trips, though they enter the
91. Sources: interviews with Jacques Van de Walle, Director of International Relations of
Nantes Metropole, and an article by Agnès Doré, Initier une coopération décentralisée en
matière de mobilité : une démarche commune exigeante pour Agadir et Nantes, Liaison énergiefrancophonie. (CAN), n°77, October 2007, pp. 44-48, ill.
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heart of the city, and ‘mini cabs’ for intra-urban trips; this constitutes the majority
of motorised trips. However, for the most part, the population of Agadir travels
on foot. Individual cars do exist, but their use is very limited, though it appears
to be developing.
Over the years, the difficulties have been amplified, owing to three main factors:
strong demographic growth;
an increase in transport demand, for commuting in particular;
a rapid extension of the urban perimeter, which has become increasingly
dense and spread out.92

How the project began
The cooperation between Nantes and Agadir dates from the time of the earthquake
in 1960, but it was really consolidated in 1993. Therefore, the local authorities
know each other well, though their cooperation is not very technical.
It was at the request of the Loire Atlantique County Council in 2001, which has
several decentralised cooperation initiatives underway with the region of Greater
Agadir, that the urban community of Nantes became involved in a cooperation
agreement with the cities of Agadir and Inezgane in view of building a tramway.
The first feasibility study shows, however, that the tramway is not the most
coherent solution. An agreement was concluded in 2003 to conduct a more indepth study.
However, numerous administrative developments, in both Nantes and Agadir
complicate this process:
the advancement of decentralisation in Morocco has disturbed organisation at
a local level. The Urban Community of Agadir has disappeared, replaced by an
enlarged city which now includes several formerly distinct suburban towns;
in Nantes, the Urban Community became Nantes Metropole and adopted a
decentralised cooperation charter, which identified priority areas for action;
transport is a key feature, with emphasis on sharing knowledge and skills, but
also governance.
The new mayor of Agadir asked for Nantes’ cooperation so as to make the most
of the launch of the PAD.93 Two main issues that emerged were that of urban
transport and inter-city links (related to the rapid urban sprawl).

92. As an example, during previous missions, Greater Agadir had been considered to include
the towns within a 5 km radius of the city centre. In 2007, a vast state project to build
tourist facilities along the north coast of the city meant that a much larger perimeter had to
be considered, including the coast of Taghazout, which is 18 km away
93. In 2004 Morocco received a ‘Fonds de solidarité prioritaire’ or FSP (a social cohesion
fund for countries considered to be priority candidates for institutional, social and cultural
development and research grants) to aid the Moroccan decentralisation process (PAD). This
Franco-Moroccan fund was destined to help Moroccan local authorities by co-funding cooperation projects presented by Moroccan local authorities, and the contracting of the project
in partnership with a French local authority
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Following various missions94 and the transport analyses and reports that had
already been produced, the urban communities of Agadir and Nantes Metropole
designed and developed the project to reinforce Agadir’s capabilities as a
contracting authority in the field of transport.
Agadir and its surrounding areas face a lack of harmonisation of its transport
modes, little effort by the actors and an almost inexistent integrated or prospective
approach. An inter-city reflection on the issue of transport was necessary.
So, after talks with Nantes, the Mayor of Agadir agreed to come back to the
tramway project as initially announced and to work on some specifications for an
urban transport plan for Agadir and its surrounding areas.

Project objective
The project was submitted by both local authorities in the context of the PAD and
was approved by the selection committee in November 2006.
The outcomes of this project are twofold. They consist of:
contributing to the improvement of urban transport in the Greater Agadir area;
preparing the future for Greater Agadir by taking a sustainable development
approach to developing urban transport and therefore inter-city cooperation.

Deciding how and who will run the project
The two main actors of the partnership agreement are the Urban Community
of Agadir, acting as contracting authority and Nantes Metropole acting in an
advisory capacity. The other signatories are, on the Moroccan side: the other key
municipalities of Greater Agadir, the Agadir Town Planning Agency, the Wilayah of
Agadir and the Regional Transport department (state administration); and on the
French side: Nantes semi-public transport company (Semitan) and the Nantes Town
Planning Agency (Auran).
A cohesive steering committee was set up, including the City of Agadir, the PAD
Observatory and Nantes Metropole, a technical committee consisting of Moroccan
and French project managers and technical partners producing data and organised
by a project unit known as: ‘Cellule PAD’ (Decentralisation Support Unit).
The Decentralisation Support Unit95 manages this project and ensures the link
between the technical committee and the policy steering committee.

94. Namely a study trip by Auran – Nantes Town Planning Agency and Semitan, the Nantes
semi-public transport company
95. This unit includes a legal expert and civil engineer
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How the project unfolded
The main phases of the project since 2003 have been as follows:
an agreement in 2003 concerning the work on a preliminary review of a tramway;
the submission of a project dossier to the Moroccan decentralisation support
unit in 2006, for the 2007-2009 period.
To achieve the project objective, four aspects were studied:
the mobilisation of all of the actors concerned within a local transport committee, uniting – aside from the municipalities concerned - the Agadir Urban
Agency (state agency), national authorities (wali and relevant ministries),
the University of Agadir, as well as civil society (namely representatives of
taxi syndicates and the tourism industry etc.) twice a year to study the issues
raised by the decentralisation support unit;
the creation of a Transport Unit within the Agadir administration, consisting
of a project manager, a technician, a geographer and an assistant. This unit
manages the transport observatory. The decentralisation support unit, which
coordinates the project and provides a link between the technical and policy
steering committees, lays the foundations for this transport unit. Its first
task was to bring together the necessary documents and existing - although
scattered - studies on town and transport planning. The members of this unit
were provided with training;96
the rapid implementation of tangible solutions for transport and mobility
problems (roundabouts, dedicated bus lanes), in order to demonstrate the
council’s involvement in this field;
the finalisation of a reference framework for the realisation of an Urban Development Plan in Greater Agadir.

Financing the project
The total budget stands at 7,565,934 dhs (€688,500):
the Urban Community of Agadir: 824,175 dhs (€75,000):
329,670 dhs in cash contributions and 494,505 dhs in participation;97
Nantes Metropole: 3,741,759 dhs (€340,500):
2,637,363 dhs in cash contributions and 1,104,396 dhs in participation;
the decentralisation support unit: 3,000,000 dhs (€273,000).

96. It is important to note that it isn’t just the people from the Transport Unit that have
been trained, but also people from state departments (Agadir National Police Force, Agadir
Town Planning Agency, regional Moroccan state departments, Universities)
97. ‘Participation’ includes the time donated by the local authority staff, and the loaning of
premises and equipment etc
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The results
The local transport committee met several times. Its members consist of 9 towns in
Greater Agadir (Agadir, Inezgane, Ait Melloul, Dcheira, Aourir, Taghazout, Temsia,
Drarga, Kleaa), the towns of Biougra and Oulad Taima, the prefectural and provincial
councils of Agadir, Inezgane, Ait Melloul, Chtouka Ait Baha, state representatives
such as the Agadir Urban Agency, the regional facilities department, the regional
transport department, the regional planning department, the national police force,
but also the University and other actors such as associations in the passenger road
transport sector.
The Transport Unit is now an official, recognised department of Agadir.
As for the transport observatory, the main transport and travel indicators were
defined and the first data bases created. One of the major priorities identified was
the necessity for a common database.
What is more, the University was asked to perform a survey into people’s transport
habits, and in particular the destinations to which they travel. This survey was
not originally planned in the decentralisation support programme, but it proved
necessary and brought all of the partners together.
In terms of urban planning, several roundabouts were created, along with
solutions to improve roads and circulation, and statistics were gathered. A marked
improvement in traffic flow and safety was observed (fewer accidents).
The programming and agreements with the various town councils concerning the
Urban Development Plan were deliberated (the Home Office and the town councils
of Greater Agadir made financial contributions). The call for tender is currently
being launched (in 2010).

Lessons to be learned
The frank discussions between partners were achieved through the building of
mutual respect and strong ties between the political and technical teams. In 2001,
the report from the Nantes mission answered Agadir’s question (“is it possible
to establish a tramway?”), however it clearly stated its strong reservations. The
strong ties between French and Moroccan locally-elected representatives made
it possible for everyone to make their contribution. The same is true among the
technical teams, composed of individuals whose talent and motivation exceed the
technical element of the project, and extend to a real commitment to decentralised
cooperation. Equally, the coordination between them explains their success.
An urban development plan takes time; the evaluation process can be long and
sometimes tedious and must, therefore, result in tangible actions (as here, with
the creation of roundabouts): the population wants to see real changes quickly and
the locally-elected representatives must meet this expectation. Here again, the
political backing of the cooperation project is vital in ensuring a balance between
these two requirements.
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Taking the time to build a local urban transport culture is also an important
element: the difference in how to approach transport planning versus town
planning is considerable and it should be noted. In the same way, local partners
should take a step back from urban community decentralisation experiments that
are more complex and well-funded, to avoid being laden with unattainable goals.
Local teams should acquire their own urban planning and transport cultures.
Thus, partnership administrators and organisers should constantly review the
status of the decentralisation process. The state still holds much authority and
expertise, therefore, it is vital that local authorities build a relationship of trust
with the state.
Finally, external participation reinforces a project, as well as providing important
financial support. The formalisation of a funding request requires a three-year
action plan to be established, budgeted and paid for by the councils of both cities;
a detailed road map is then produced, making it easier to steer and strengthen the
project culture of both parties.
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Chapter 2

Overcoming and capitalising
on methodological obstacles98

The most ambitious international projects in the field of urban transport require
the involvement of specialists from government services, local public companies
(LPE) and specialist agencies. They also require agents and locally-elected
representatives unaccustomed to international relations to learn to overcome
their reluctance to work in distant, non-French speaking and culturally different
countries.
To achieve this, a certain number of issues should be addressed before any
commitment is made.

2/1 Making

it easier for the people involved

Involvement in an international project is not straightforward, especially for a
local actor. Certain factors need to be taken into consideration.

Does shared political determination exist?
As with any activity, commitment and effort are key to its success. A local
authority’s international strategy does not depend solely on a suitable legal
and institutional context, or having the necessary resources etc. Contact and
cooperation do not occur automatically, or without effort. Experience has shown
that the reasons for international engagement vary across the world. However,
it is always, initially, a political decision made by a mayor or head of a local
authority.
Furthermore, no matter the country, the implementation of an urban transport
project requires strong and consistent political determination. The locally-elected
representatives in charge of these projects know that unshakeable resolve in terms
of commitments and duration is necessary in order to negotiate with the parties
concerned: locally-elected representatives, institutions and citizens.

98. Chapters 2 and 3 of this section are an update of the first CODATU guide ‘Decentralized
Cooperation in Urban Transports’, published in July 2006 and written by Françoise MéteyerZeldine (http://www.codatu.org/francais/publications/GuideCooDec.htm)
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In a cooperation project, political determination is twofold: the French local
authority’s determination to provide long term support and the partner authority’s
resolve to see the project through.
Hence, it is important to ascertain whether or not the partnership can commit
to an urban transport project:
is the project likely to find itself at the centre of local political rivalry between
parties or even people, or in competition with the state?
is local culture of transport policy equipped and developed enough to withstand the various difficulties that will be encountered?
are the terms of office of the stakeholders coherent with the direction taken
(elections etc.)?

Focus n°24
Political cooperation bringing together locally-elected representatives reinforces
democracy and a culture of responsibility within public institutions.

In the context of preparing the agreement, the French local authority should
verify a few essential points:
Do the partners share mutual values and goals?
Sharing values helps build the necessary bond for effective cooperation. This means
that aside from the cultural, linguistic, and institutional differences, fundamental
values pertaining to political action and the relationship with citizens/users must
be discussed and agreed upon:
what are the partner’s genuine motives: to increase visibility and ensure reelection or to improve the population’s well-being?
why invest internationally: simply to reward service or a genuine desire to
exchange on important issues and reinforce internal expertise?
Do the partners have political resolve?
It is important to consider the reasons for which a local authority would call upon
a foreign counterpart, or indeed that the counterpart would decide to accept any
such request:
is the transport system lacking in technical or financial means? Or rather, is it
lacking genuine political resolve?
is the support requested purely financial and material, or rather expertise in
contracting or project management?
will a cooperation project make it easier to surpass these difficulties?
will the authority that agrees to this project see it through to the end?
Behind these questions lies the issue of ‘cooperation culture’: does it relate to
the exchange of experiences, finding solutions for complex problems as a team, or
simply a donation, which is rarely effective.
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	Have the interest and involvement
of agents been sufficiently sought?
For many local authorities, when a structure undertakes an international project,
it is often under the influence of a key person (the president, a locally-elected
representative, a director general) who is motivated or involved on a personal level.
Motivating other members may be difficult. Indeed, the notion that international
action “is not their job” is common among many local management teams.
Local authorities that wish to involve their internal departments or local public
enterprises (LPE) in cooperation initiatives must take into account that these
actors’ priorities lie, first and foremost, in local affairs. The lack of interest in
international action can be explained by the local nature of their activity.

Focus n°25
“This type of involvement clashes with the culture of enterprise that reigns among
semi-public companies (SEM): the technical requirements and the importance of
quality mean that one-off projects are rejected almost out of principle. A SEM
will only intervene when it is sure to do so in a satisfactory manner. From this
point of view, SEM executives do not share the same approach as their local
authority counterparts, who, on the whole, consider that their experience of local
management can be beneficial and that any support, be it brief or partial, when
exchanged ‘between peers’ is worthwhile”.99

On the other hand, for people whose activity may be limited to a relatively small
and homogenous territory, international projects can provide insight into other
worlds. If the mission is organised in good conditions, participants will see the
quality of their contribution and the benefits for the partners. Also, they will be
confronted with elements that will enable them to progress in their own projects.
The ‘breath of fresh air’ an international mission can provide, must also give the
individual a sense of fulfilment.
The same is true for the team, the LPE or the local authority in terms of the
project’s communication and management. On their return, any person having
travelled abroad must produce a detailed report, either written or oral. The report
will be circulated and widely distributed within all of the relevant sectors of the
local authority; it should not be limited to a log book.

99. Source: Guide AFD “SEM et coopération internationale”
http://www.lesepl.fr/pdf/Guide_Sem_cooperation_internationale.pdf - p. 14
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Are the individuals prepared
for their intercultural exchange?
Travelling and working with people abroad means keeping an open mind; because
familiar bearings regarding time, work and customs vary greatly from culture to
culture. Anyone involved in international relations must be prepared to confront a
different world, where the working processes, forms and rhythms are different. The
key is to never forget that the complexity of the so-called ‘culture shock’ lies in
this diversity and in the opportunity it presents for local authorities to see familiar
problems through different eyes.
Experience shows that any initial difficulties related to cultural differences are a
normal part of international action and an essential part of the learning process.
That is why it is important to keep an open mind and to avoid relations being
negatively affected by a lack of understanding. It is the basis of every cooperation
relationship and it is also what makes them so enriching. But beyond this
eminently positive aspect, there are profound differences that need to be properly
addressed. Sometimes it is a question of knowing how to observe and listen in
order to understand the partner.
There are several areas in which significant cultural differences can be a hindrance
to a cooperation project:
societal organisation: the place of individuals in society and their way of
relating to one another (religion can sometimes have a significant impact and
may clash with secular French culture);
institutional structure and the modes and relations between institutions;
civil society organisations and their relational approach to institutions;
the use and management of time.
The key to the success of a project is often found in the desire to work together,
to exchange and share knowledge, experience and values. These relationships are
often strong and make it possible to overcome difficulties.
The real uniting force of a project lies in the human relations that are forged without barriers between actors of varying statuses collaborating on a
same project. Therefore these relationships, in particular, must flourish and
be strengthened:
some initial preparation may sometimes be necessary;
creating the right kind of conditions for these relationships to flourish during
the mission is important.

Are French actors prepared to confront
new references in urbanisation?
International cooperation for urban transport projects often involves developing
countries undergoing considerable urban growth. French actors are not at all
familiar with these growth rates or the speed at which these changes happen in
some countries. It is important to take this into account.
Thus, cooperation is not a simple transfer of knowledge but should be a jointconstruction and sharing of opinions able to generate innovative solutions for any
new difficulty.
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2/2 Adapting

the project to the manpower
and facilities available

Are the financial stakes understood
and is the set-up acceptable in its complexity?
The culture of decentralised cooperation, cooperation between local authorities,
often leads to a culture of exclusive relationships for projects. The usual expressions
like, “this town is twinned with that town” or “the project of this French local
authority in that town” often reflect a limited vision of the situation and fail to
consider the potential existence of other actors.
This vision must be overcome in the context of international cooperation for urban
transport projects. Indeed, the scale of the projects requires the participation of
many technical and financial partners.
Although French authorities can play a central role (in the contracting process, in
particular), they share the financial and technical aspects with other actors. This
requires locally-elected representatives in particular to possess good negotiating
skills (in terms of commitment and time).

Are teams appropriately prepared?
	Have deadlines, workloads and foreign languages
been taken into consideration?
The lack of availability for a project that appears beyond the scope of the initial
mission, the department’s inability to handle the workload or to provide the right
people, are often evoked amongst the difficulties in mobilising technical services
(internal or external).
The lack of foreign language speakers, and speakers of English in particular, does
tend to limit the actors or rather concentrate their involvement in French-speaking
countries. At a European level, the absence of English speakers eliminates any
possibility of participating in exchange or subsidy programmes. To access funding,
the rule implies working alongside several other countries with the common
language of communication being English.
However, this problem is diminishing, particularly among young professionals who
have experienced an international exchange programme during their university
education. Today, in the domain of cooperation projects in urban transport, LPEs
and big local authorities reinforce their teams with a view to participating in
international cooperation exchange, (some job descriptions now demand fluency
in a foreign language).
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2/3 Checking

the legal framework

	Is the partner authority capable
of getting involved in the project?
The question of whether or not the partner has the position and power to
participate in the cooperation project should be studied from the outset.
Depending on the country, the responsibility for transport may lie with the
municipal, metropolitan, regional or national authority, or may even be broken up
according to transport mode. Therefore, it is important to check that the partner
is the appropriate entity and has the political authority and technical possibilities
to engage in the project.

Does the LPE have the ability
to act at a national level?
The involvement of local public enterprises (LPE) in decentralised cooperation
projects must comply with certain regulations so as to avoid finding themselves in
legal difficulties. “For some LPEs, international projects are part of their activity:
they reply to calls for tender and sign contracts abroad to sell engineering services
and assistance in their fields of expertise: water supply, the agricultural sector
(irrigation) and in the urban sector (drinking water supply). Their experience with
major French local authorities and numerous smaller companies is an important
advantage in the context of a competitive bidding procedure.”100
For those LPE without this experience, it is important that the local authorities add
a clause to their articles of incorporation mentioning ‘international involvement in
the context of decentralised cooperation’. Thus, the LPE can get involved on behalf
of the local authority, without entering into a call for tender procedure.

Focus n°26
Reminder101 : “The LPE can become involved on behalf of its public and private
stakeholders, or for other public or private entities (non-stakeholder third parties).
In all cases, it is recommended that they provide for this eventuality in their LPE
articles of incorporation. If it involves a non-stakeholder third party, certain
conditions are set by law: a public entity must guarantee the total reimbursement
of the operation’s funding; a private entity must provide all of the funding. If
these conditions are not met, the operation must receive prior approval from the
board of directors or the supervisory board by a two-third majority, including at
least half of the representatives from the shareholding local authorities.
100. Source: Guide AFD “SEM et coopération internationale”
http://www.lesepl.fr/pdf/Guide_Sem_cooperation_internationale.pdf - p. 12
101. Source: Guide AFD “SEM et coopération internationale”
http://www.lesepl.fr/pdf/Guide_Sem_cooperation_internationale.pdf - p. 14
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Focus n° 26 (continued)
The LPE can also become involved on its own behalf by assuming the financial
risk of the operation, and on the proviso that the operation does not endanger
its financial situation. Any such involvement must be authorised by its board of
directors and by the shareholding local authority (or authorities). In this case, no
legal or regulatory provision prevents the LPE from participating with charitable
or commercial intention or with a view to forming a partnership with its peers or
foreign counterparts.”

Is the issue of time
taken into account?
It takes several years to implement an urban transport project and sometimes a
significant amount of time to devise it; even more so in cooperation initiatives
where distance and cultural differences add to the difficulties. There are many
examples of projects being stopped from one day to the next following municipal
or regional elections.
Furthermore, in some Latin American countries in particular, governments are
in place for a short amount of time, few people in decision-making positions
are career civil servants and mayors’ terms of office are not renewable (like in
Mexico). It is, therefore, particularly important to find out if the locally-elected
representative at the origin of the project has a sufficient term of office to design
and launch a project, or if the project will still be viable in their absence. In
this way, developing an international strategy is often a good indicator of the
sustainability of institutional commitments.102
Furthermore, like any project involving numerous partners, decentralised
cooperation projects tend to run on longer than planned. The technical and
political difficulties that eventually arise require time to be resolved, and often
this has not been taken into account.
The extension of deadlines often impacts negatively on the motivation and
dedication of participating actors who “can’t see the light at the end of the
tunnel” and get discouraged. It can also lead to financial problems since annual
budgets are stretched by moving deadlines.
To resolve these problems, it is important to define the time frame of a project in
stages (rather than by the duration of the work) and also to implement a committee
to monitor the work and call regular meetings between project managers in order
to react quickly in the event of a holdup.

102. Source: “Guide pour l’internationalisation des villes et coopération décentralisée entre
l’Union européenne et l’Amérique latine”, Eugène Zapata Garesche, p. 62 (cf. bibliography)
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Focus n°27
The contribution from the Moroccan decentralisation support programme (PAD:
cf. case study, p. 60) has been recognised by several local authorities as vital in
ensuring a smooth cooperation. Indeed, defining a schedule of results is a useful
tool for cooperation initiatives, with each party motivating the partner in order to
collectively present the progress to the backers.

One of the difficulties encountered in decentralisation cooperation projects is due
to the fact that the notion of time is not always the same for the various partners.
Moreover, the “necessary time” agreed upon by both political and civil parties at
the outset is not always the same either. For these reasons, it is important to draw
up a development plan based on the institutional and technical stages rather than
on a strict timetable.
Finally, decentralised cooperation projects in urban transport are rarely limited to
one-off actions. These projects have multiple phases and need time and continuity
in order to last.
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Chapter 3

Methodological

guide

This chapter provides a practical description of how a decentralised cooperation
project in the area of urban transport is designed, implemented and assessed.
Some methods are not specific to this field while others deserve specific attention
in light of the area of action.
The approach is based on project management methodology, which is shared by all
of the large international lenders.
A project is:
Scheduled:
within a coherent policy

Assessed:
to take stock and learn
from experience

Identified:
in line with the needs
of specific population groups

Implemented

Formalised:
every aspect of the project
is defined

Financed:
by the beneficiaries
in particular
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3/1 Designing

the project

The design phase, as is the case for any other project, is vital for the project’s
smooth running and future assessment; it requires specific attention from the local
authorities involved.
Once discussions on the general aims have been completed, the various points are
then specified during the design phase.

The first encounter: identifying the project
At the outset, a decentralised cooperation project is either an encounter between
two elected officials for whom urban mobility is a priority or an encounter between
transport managers who have decided to pool their know-how to improve their
practices.
The encounter may take place during a conference or a trip or as part of
cooperation in another area. These encounters can now also be instigated by
financial institutions.

Focus n°28
At the time when work on Brasilia’s light-rail metro was about to begin, the Brazilian
authorities were invited by AFD to visit several French local authorities to find the
local authority which would support the Brazilian authorities with financing from AFD.

After initial talks, which are often positive and enthusiastic, it is important to
quickly check a number of points before the project’s design is taken any
further:
does the partner want its development strengthened or simply require equipment to be provided? Is the partner prepared to commit itself politically?
does the partner have the institutional capabilities and the financial resources
to commit itself to such a project?
can the partner remain committed throughout the project’s lifetime?
The answers to these questions will let the French local authority measure the
amount of resources to be dedicated to the launch of its cooperation. This stage
often requires a detailed identification mission.
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Focus n°29
The State of Guanajuato and four towns in the metropolitan area of Léon, firmly
supported by the French embassy in Mexico, wished to enter into technical cooperation
with the Urban Community of Bordeaux (CUB) (following a number of study trips
offered by the French embassy). Talks between elected officials and technicians on
many different subject areas constituted a bedrock for cooperation.
CUB undertook a technical mission in January 2010 (town planning office, tramway
visit, transport services etc.). An area of cooperation emerged: the launch of a tramtrain project in a corridor approximately 72 km in length linking various points in the
urban area of Léon. Other subject areas are also envisaged (particularly: metropolitan
governance, planning, observatories and indicators, big projects).
On the basis of these encounters, the International Relations department shall
undertake another mission at the end of 2010 to create a draft multi-sector
agreement and to specify the terms and conditions under which cooperation shall
be implemented.

Identifying partners
The long-term involvement of partners is one of the key factors which ensure the
success of a project.
As political partners, given their very nature, shall sooner or later drift away
from the project, it is vital that cooperation is based on a relationship with the
technical partners so that a long-term approach to the work - an essential factor can be taken. These technical partners (namely, urban service providers, municipal
or regional transport firms, private partners, town planning offices, training
institutes, etc.) must be involved from the outset in the project’s design and must
not be considered as mere operators.
The technical partners must contribute technical and human resources to the
project but also and as far as possible financial resources. Nevertheless, they may,
as part of a project initiated by an international lender, be paid directly for their
services.

Focus n°30
Following support from the Lyon town planning office for the revision of Addis Ababa’s
outline development plan between 2000 and 2002, France and Ethiopia implemented
a bilateral cooperation agreement in 2002 to support the implementation of the
plan in six major areas: low cost housing, regional planning, waste, urban transport,
aftermarkets and the local development plan for strategic sites. The Lyon town
planning office provided its skills and know-how in the area of urban transport by
assisting the project manager throughout the contract’s lifetime. This cooperation
resulted in the first bus route study ever to be undertaken in the capital city.
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Focus n° 30 (continued)
Many maps and a large amount of data on the city’s transport network were also
produced. These items are currently being used to build a tram line along the same
east-west corridor. This cooperation will also have boosted the local authorities’
capabilities in the area of urban transport and allowed some of the land to be set
aside for the forthcoming construction of tracks along the corridor.
Following this cooperation, a cooperation agreement between the Urban community
of Greater Lyon and Addis Ababa was signed in 2010. This agreement is concerned
with urban development: regional planning, waste management and transport, in
particular.

Identifying the other stakeholders
In addition to the project’s direct partners, it is important to clarify with the
local authority that owns the project which operators have played a role in the
project or are still supporting it. The French local authority will then be able to
identify numerous studies which have already been undertaken as well as financial
commitments that it will have to take into consideration as:
local players have already answered many questions and questioning them
again and in the same way would harm the partnership;
forms of urban culture or travel have already been discussed, although they
are sometimes out of step with the French local authority’s approach;
non-negligible financial support can complete the pools...
This information is essential but it is not necessarily passed on by the partner,
which may only want to manage its relations on a bilateral level. The ability to
discuss these interventions is an indication of growing trust.

Focus n°31
As part of the cooperation agreement between the Urban Community of Greater Lyon
and the Urban Community of Rabat, other participants are also supporting Rabat in
essential areas which affect the project supported by Lyon:
the Transport and Traffic Plan for the city of Rabat Salé Témara was studied by a
Spanish company in 2007;
the Rabat Salé Urban Planning Agency (AURS), supported by the Paris Urban
Planning Agency (APUR) revised the “Unified development plans” for Rabat Salé
Témara;
management of the buses was outsourced to the consortium led by Veolias ;
…
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Setting goals
In this phase the project’s goals and its technical and institutional components
must be accurately defined and the cooperation agreement prepared.
It is important that clear goals are defined, namely, one must:
determine the general goals that will place the cooperation action within the
cooperation agreement between the two partners;
specify the specific goals to be met in quantitative and qualitative terms with
a view to the future assessment in particular (see the chapter on indicators
below).

Coordination and monitoring methods
As decentralised cooperation is in its very nature based on a partnership, the
project’s implementation will involve joint coordination. At the same time, actions
in the area of urban transport must be taken over the long term. The coordination
and monitoring methods used by the two partner local authorities must be
specified at the outset.
They will put in place three types of meetings in particular:
Mixed cooperation committees, in the case of a cooperation agreement comprising several different actions (for example: technical cooperation in the
areas of transport, the environment, health, the teaching of French etc.).
Mixed committees allow actions in progress to be assessed and reoriented, if
necessary, and cooperation policies that are to be implemented in the coming
year to be defined. They bring together, primarily, the political officials who
are responsible for the project once or even twice a year.
Project coordination committees, more flexible structures which are more suited
to monitoring a specific action. The committees’ composition, how often they
meet and powers must be specified in the agreement. They are made up of,
primarily, the relevant employees from the institutions involved and meet
every three or six months.
In addition to the formal meetings, technical monitoring meetings between project managers must be held and recorded in written reports or minutes. The
frequency of these meetings, which can take place via teleconference calls,
must be stipulated (for example, once a month as a minimum).
Experience dictates that in complex projects implementation delays can quickly
snowball; it is also important to regularly redefine the project and to keep a written record of this change.
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General implementation methods
The main rules governing involvement in the project are also laid down:
who bears the operating, hosting and translation costs?
who is responsible for finding financial backing?
how should the funds be managed on an administrative level: joint account,
delegation to the beneficiary city etc.? Transparency, particularly financial
transparency, is one of the conditions that ensure success. In order to make
sure that there is complete financial transparency, it is important that all of
the funds are identified by the two partner local authorities:
a dedicated bank account can be opened and controlled by the two project
managers;
channelling funds through a partner technical body is often a simple solution but one which can sometimes cause serious difficulties.103

	Opening the project up to local players
Aside from the willingness of elected officials to cooperate, an urban transport
project will also concern many other players: civil society, operators, etc. Support for
the project from all of these partners in both countries is one of the most important
factors that ensure success. If there are any difficulties, it is the players which will
find a solution as they are the ones who feel involved in “their” project.
This point is especially true for urban transport projects whose end results but
also, initially, implementation and building works directly affect the population.

3/2 Formalising

the project

All of these steps are approved through the signing of various agreements: the
project agreement (between the local authorities) and the financing agreements
with the various financial partners.

Drafting the project document
Before the signing of the “project agreement”, which often follows the general
agreement signed by the authorities, it is important that the annual reciprocal
commitments of the two local authorities are laid down and the expected actions
specified: number of expert assessment missions, number of training programmes,
purchase or donation of equipment etc.

103. Corruption and embezzlement occur everywhere; clarity in this area is proof of a good
relationship
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To do this, at the time of or following an identification mission, the project’s
various stages will be specified. All of the actions to be undertaken to ensure that
the goals are met will be stated (type of technical or institutional support given,
training foreseen, documents created etc.). This form of organisation allows the
commitments required for the project’s launch, both in human and financial terms,
to be specified.
In addition to the substantial financial support provided, completing an
application for funding requires the creation of a budgeted action plan which
often spans a three-year period and whose funding is agreed by the elected official
councils of the two local authorities. The action plan provides an accurate and
carefully considered roadmap which allows the project to be better coordinated
and strengthens everyone’s involvement in the project.
This point is particularly important and the effectiveness of joint coordination and
monitoring depends on the roadmap’s appropriate design.
The stages will have to be defined in line with the partners’ actual possibilities.
Before establishing a timeframe, it is often worthwhile to assess the technical,
financial and human resources of the two partners.
If equipment is to be sent, it is important to check whether any maintenance
services exist and, if so, whether these services are able to cope with an increase
in the number of vehicles. Otherwise, the project will have to foresee a preliminary
stage in which resources are brought up to the required level. Does the partner
local authority have the human resources to carry this out?
Define the stages in such a way as to allow assessments to be performed during the
project and, where applicable, define compulsory benchmarks at which the project
can move from one stage to another.
The start of a phase to support the creation of a transport plan must only be
envisaged after those who are assigned to the project have completed their
training.
This process may be undertaken by the local authority’s International relations
department (supported from the outset by an expert assessment of the technical
field in question) or be outsourced to a specialist body.
The Urban Community of Greater Lyon outsourced to the association Corail the
preparation of the project submitted to the PAD (cf. case study, p. 60).

Scaling the project with indicators
Indicators provide a clear description of the changes brought about by the project.
In general, several indicators are needed to ascertain the outcome of a complex
action. Before the indicators are established it is important that the goals are
clearly expressed and identified for each of the two local authorities involved in
the project.
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These indicators will be established at the time the goals of the cooperation
action are expressed. The indicator reference base will then be used during the
assessment phase: it will reveal whether the goals have been met or provide a
basis on which to discuss how the running of this type of project can be improved.
In the area of urban transport, there are many possible indicators:
percentage of population that benefits from new urban transport routes;
number of buses brought into service;
number of people trained in project management assistance;
number of people trained in upkeep and maintenance;
km/passenger cost on a new route implemented as part of the cooperation
agreement in comparison with the previous situation or with a similar infrastructure in another city or another country;
cost of feasibility studies;
rise in economic activity in a neighbourhood with a new bus route;
loss of activity among traditional transport networks due to the creation of a
new bus route;
% reduction in air pollution;
% reduction in daily traffic jams;
% rise in the value of the land along a new tram line...

Focus n°32
For Brasilia’s light-rail metro project, the main impact indicators defined by AFD
concern the length of the infrastructure created and the change in the number of
passengers. Periodic socio-economic surveys will reveal the type of users and how
mobility has evolved, particularly that of captive public transport users who are
travelling more thanks to this mode of transport.
The project’s impact can also be measured in terms of the reduction in the average
amount of time spent travelling and the economic benefits linked to the drop in
motorised transport: savings from a reduction in road investment and maintenance
costs, savings from a reduction in vehicle usage costs, savings in terms of accidents
avoided.
With regard to the environment, the project’s impact can be measured in terms of
the drop in emissions of greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide) and local pollutants
(carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide etc.) produced by burning fossil fuels.
Monitoring changes in the price of land in the areas served by the light-rail metro can
also be envisaged in coordination with the Secretary of State for urban development
and the environment.
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3/3 The

search for financing

It is very often the case that not all sources of financing are in place at the time
the project is formalised, particularly when recourse must be made to lenders, for
the building of infrastructure or the purchase of equipment.
If finance is sought from national or international lenders, it is important to
specify who is in charge of this search:
urban transport projects often need to call on the services of lenders. However, partner local authorities do not always have the capacity to present projects in accordance with these lenders’ standards or the means to negotiate
with them;
support during the negotiations with lenders is undoubtedly one of the first
areas of cooperation. These negotiations are often long. Support in the search
for financing must be included as an inherent part of the project from the
project’s outset.
Various other difficulties may arise:
the initial budget was correctly forecast but the extension of delivery deadlines
has undermined the project’s financial equilibrium;
as the project progresses, it becomes clear that certain essential actions had
not been foreseen at the outset. How can they be financed?
It is very difficult to list all of the reasons which could put a project’s financial
equilibrium in danger. Here, the commitment of all partners to the project is the
best guarantee that funding shall continue until the project’s completion.

The financial resources
behind decentralised cooperation
The resources directly associated with decentralised cooperation are:
the budgets put in place by the two local authorities;
the financial means granted by the project partners: partner technical bodies
etc.
the amounts granted under the “Decentralised cooperation” programme of the
Ministry for Foreign and European affairs;
the funds obtained as part of European joint financing projects etc.
these budgets are nevertheless often small (ranging from tens to hundreds of
thousands of euros) in comparison with the investment required. They may
cover the cost of the initial studies or the general running costs borne to
assist the project owner.
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Development assistance funds
Other financial means will be sought in order to finance the projects, studies
and equipment which will be produced under the cooperation agreement and
recommended:
local finance for consultancy projects, local financing of equipment and investments;
study budgets which draw on specific French funds: FASEP, FFEM;
technical cooperation funds from international lenders: AFD, WB, IDB and
ABD (trust funds) etc.
project finance from international lenders.
Obtaining such finance requires significant investment as this source of finance
abides by strict procedures and imposes specific requirements, particularly in terms
of local considerations, the rates of return on the investment and sustainable
development. These constraints and the financial resources needed to prepare the
projects’ feasibility studies will have to be incorporated into the decentralised
cooperation project’s budget from the outset of the project.

	The other means necessary and/or available
These means must be specified at the time the project is formulated and monitored
throughout the project’s lifetime to ensure they correspond to the goals pursued.
It is important to look for the most suitable structures.
	Human resources
All of the human resources implemented by the two parties must be taken into
account and valued:
number of man-days directly dedicated to the project, paid or provided;
participation in training courses;
contributions from external partners: neighbourhood and transport users’
associations etc.
participation in seminars, exhibitions etc.
	Contributions in kind
Contributions in kind very often represent a significant share of the local
community’s participation in the project:
provision of premises;
provision of equipment;
responsibility for transporting participants at a local level.
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3/4 Implementing

the action /
management by the local authorities
The decentralised cooperation action shall have to respect the various stages and
constraints of a “traditional” project as well as a certain number of particularities
as it a shared activity, which implies a particular type of organisation.
Each partner local authority will have to define how it will organise itself, which
may differ between the two countries.

Appointment of a political manager for the project
This concerns a local authority or a pool of local authorities responsible for
transport. In the partner country, this local authority may be a state or a province
or even a dual ministry and local authority team if authority in the field of
transport has not been decentralised.
It is important that the two partners have powers in the field of urban transport
and that a political manager is appointed by name. This is the person who will
be in charge of institutional relations between the two partners and the smooth
running of the project.

Appointment of a project manager
Each partner local authority will be able to appoint several technical institutions
which are responsible for implementing the project. However, the local authority
must only appoint one project manager. Each project manager will have a partner
counterpart; this two-person team will jointly coordinate the action.
Experience dictates that project managers are often managers from public or
private partner technical bodies. It is important that the methods of collaboration
are clearly defined and their financing identified.
It is also possible for a local authority to post a project manager to the partner
country, particularly in the case of comprehensive project management assistance.

3/5 Assessing

the project

“Assessing a policy consists of investigating whether the legal, administrative or
financial resources implemented have brought about the policy’s desired effects and
whether the goals contained in the policy have been met.”104

104. The “official” definition which appears in the Decree of 22 January 1990 on the assessment of public policies
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Assessment expectations
The assessment of public policies has become general practice in France since
1998, particularly as part of State-region planning contracts.
The purpose of the assessment is to:
check the relevance and coherency of the initial goals;
appraise the implementation of resources and their suitability with regard to
the goals;
measure the effectiveness of the action, namely, the extent to which the goals
have been met, as well as its efficiency;
examine the sustainability of the effects noted.
Assessment requires an accurate overview of the actions (hence the need for
reports on the various actions and minutes from the various meetings). Assessment
is continued with an analysis of the initial reference base, hence the need for
indicators. Assessment ends with recommendations for the project’s development
or for changes to the methods of involvement in new projects.

The assessment criteria
The criteria suggested are those used in France and within the main international
agencies to assess public policies.
	Relevance
A policy will be considered to be relevant when its explicit goals are adapted to
the nature of the problems that it is supposed to deal with.
For example, the assessment will determine whether the cooperation action was
relevant in relation to:
the needs and demands of population groups in the area of urban transport;
the problems of urban organisation;
the problems of institutional organisation in the area of urban transport.
	Coherency
The assessment considers how the various elements which make up the cooperation
action are related:
are the goals in tune with the legal, human and financial resources which have
been put in place?
is the cooperation action consistent with the actions undertaken by international organisations and multilateral lenders, partners’ policies (administration
and civil society) and, if any, non-governmental organisations?
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	Effectiveness
What would have happened if the policy had not existed? This is the question that
one is supposed to be able to answer to assess the action’s effectiveness. By so
doing, the actual actions undertaken can be measured:
the extent to which the activities foreseen at the outset of the project have
been accomplished;
finance utilization rate;
compliance with lead times and the timeframe;
quality of the monitoring and management of unforeseen events;
search for any cost overruns and their causes.
Efficiency
The assessment measures whether the financial resources put in place were used
correctly by undertaking a cost-effectiveness analysis:
were the financial and human resources put in place on time?
was the schedule respected?
were the various stages undertaken in the order foreseen?
did any delays lead to cost overruns?
were some actions postponed? Why?
comparison of the resources used and the goals met with a similar project.
	The impact
The effects of the action over the medium and long term are assessed:
study of new journeys which use urban transport;
measurement of the improvement in the urban environment;
implementation of long-term urban transport management structures;
strengthening of training structures in the area of transport and project management;
leverage to obtain international loans.

	The different types of assessment to be performed
Depending on the size and duration of the project etc. there are various different
types of assessment that could be performed.
Mid-term assessment
A mid-term assessment allows the action to be monitored and reoriented, if
necessary. It is carried out internally and is particularly easy to perform as the
indicators were created at the time the goals were formulated. It is re commended
for complex and lengthy actions, such as urban transport cooperation actions.
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Final assessment
Final assessment takes place at the end of the action. It examines the results and
allows the effects of the results to be observed over the short-term. It is often
carried out by a consultant who is external to the project and implemented by a
coordination group.
It will enable the relevance, coherency, effectiveness and efficiency of the project
to be measured. However, only a part of the project’s impact can be measured as
the effects of an urban transport cooperation action can only be measured over
the longer term. Impact assessment or capitalization will have to be foreseen.

The assessment budget
The budget generally accepted to carry out a decentralised cooperation assessment
represents 4% to 5% of the project’s total budget.
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Methodological

overview
A local authority has various options when it comes to initiating an international
policy and committing itself to such a policy.
The following ten tips105 will enhance the chance of success of these commitments
to complex areas in the field of urban transport.
1 Be proactive: take the initiative and meet the stakeholders in France and
abroad.
2 Be receptive: bring the world to your city; identify the various local participants’ existing relationships and strengthen them.
3 Go beyond the “donor-beneficiary” notion and let ideas and designs
confront one another.
4 Go beyond the notion of providing material aid and think about local governance.
5 Strengthen technical and political capabilities.
6 Open yourself up to other cultures: foreign cultures but also lenders, participants etc.
7 Be realistic: avoid dispersion and an idealistic approach. Commit yourself
over the long term.
8 Coordinate and communicate within local government.
9 Demand results and a specific outcome.
10 Carry out regular assessments and adapt your coordination method, commitments etc.

105. These are based on the list presented in the practical guide, “Internationalisation des
villes et coopération décentralisée entre l’Union européenne et l’Amérique latine” - Eugène
Zapata Garesche – MAEE - 2007
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Presentation of local

authority networks
1/1 French

local
authority networks
Organising decentralised cooperation projects is not the main purpose of these
associations but they are often forums in which experience is shared and contacts
made.

GART Groupement des Autorités Responsables de Transport
22 rue de Palestro - 75002 Paris - FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)1 40 41 18 19 - Fax: +33 (0)1 40 41 18 11
www.gart.org
GART (Transport Authorities Association) has 275 local authority members:
almost all of the towns or cities with a public transport network (191) as well as
61 “départements” (counties) and 21 regions in their capacity as authorities with
organisational powers (towns responsible for urban transport, regional authorities
responsible for regional road and rail transport, county authorities responsible for
interurban road transport). GART plays an active role in the work of the transport
committee of the Council of European Municipalities and Regions.

CUF Cités Unies France
9, rue Christiani - 75018 Paris - FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)1 53 41 81 81 - Fax: +33 (0)1 53 41 81 41
www.cites-unies-france.org
CUF (Federation of French local governments) brings together almost 500 local
authorities which are heavily involved in international cooperation and which are
grouped into thematic and geographic workshops. CUF helps its members organise
their cooperation projects. It is one of CNCD’s preferred partners.
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AMF Association des Maires de France
41, Quai d’Orsay - 75343 Paris Cedex 07 - FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)1 44 18 14 14 - Fax: +33 (0)1 44 18 14 15
www.amf.asso.fr
AMF (French Mayors Association) has 34,000 members from across the political
spectrum and represents the mayors and heads of groups of municipalities with
tax-levying powers regardless of their size. It is part of CNCD.

AIMF Association Internationale des Maires Francophones
9, rue des Halles - 75001 Paris - FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)1 44 88 22 88 - Fax: +33 (0)1 40 39 06 62
www.aimf.asso.fr
AIMF (International Association of French-speaking Mayors) is a network of 156
French-speaking towns whose aim is to promote good municipal governance and
support mayors with the implementation of their urban development policies. Its
role is to support decentralised cooperation projects between local authorities
during the decentralisation process.
AIMF acts by mobilising its network of experts. It also promotes dialogue through
symposiums which constitute for the mayors a forum for thought as well as an
international arena.

ADF Assemblée des Départements de France
6, rue Duguay-Trouin - 75006 Paris - FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)1 45 49 60 20 - Fax: +33 (0)1 45 49 60 21
www.departement.org
ADF (French Assembly of Counties) groups all “Conseil Général” presidents. A
decentralised cooperation committee was set up in 1992 to support the external
actions of French mainland and overseas counties. It also has a European
documentation centre which is a hub of information on European policies.
ADF forms part of a European network made up of 10 other organisations from
Germany, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, United Kingdom, Hungary, Italy, Sweden,
the Netherlands and Norway.

ARF Association des Régions de France
282, Boulevard Saint-Germain - 75007 Paris - FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)1 45 55 82 48 - Fax: +33 (0)1 45 50 20 38
www.arf.asso.fr
ARF (Association of the Regions of France) groups all of the country’s regions
and organises thematic work groups of which one is dedicated to decentralised
cooperation.
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AIRF Association Internationale des Régions Francophones
“Bureaux Verts” - 28, rue Benoît Bennier
69260 Charbonnières-les-Bains – FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)472 59 54 73 - Fax: +33 (0)472 59 57 57
www.regions-francophones.com
The purpose of AIRF (International Association of French-speaking Regions),
established in 2002, is to bring together all infra-State local authorities
which are immediately below the level of the State whether they are called
“regions” or not.
Its role is to build and strengthen links between French-speaking regions
across the world and to bring together specific actions in a coherent and
effective manner with financial means and the experience acquired in the
area of decentralised cooperation.

1/2 Global

local authority
associations

UCLG United Cities and Local Governments
Carrer Avinyó, 15 - 08002 Barcelona - ESPAGNE
Tel: +34 933 428 750 - Fax: +34 933 428 760
www.cities-localgovernments.org
This global association came about following the merger in 2004 of two
federations: the World Federation of United Towns and Cities (FMCU) and
the International Union of Local Authorities (IULA). Its head office is in
Barcelona. Its purpose is to promote the values, aims and interests of cities
and local governments throughout the world.
Its aim is also to promote decentralised cooperation and international
cooperation between local authorities and their associations as well as
twinning projects and partnerships as a means for inhabitants to get to know
each other and form friendships. It helps its members build relationships and
organise projects.
UCLG has a close relationship with the United Nations and its component
bodies.
It has members from over 100 countries across every continent.
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Metropolis
Avinyó 15 - 08002 Barcelona - ESPAGNE
Tel: 34 93 342 94 60 – Fax: 34 93 342 94 66
www.metropolis.org
Metropolis is the World Association of Major Metropolises. Metropolis also manages
the Metropolitan Section of United Cities and Local Governments. The association’s
role is to encourage international cooperation and exchanges between metropolitan governments. It is the spokesperson for the interests of Metropolises in
international forums and the world network of large cities.
Established in 1985, Metropolis groups more than 90 active cities from across the
world. Its role is to constitute an international forum in which large cities can
explore common problems such as managing urban development.

1/3 Contacts of other actors
ADB Asian Development Bank
6 ADB Avenue - Mandaluyong City 1550 - PHILIPPINES
Tel: +632 632 4444 - Fax: +632 636 2444
www.adb.org

AFD French Development Agency
5 rue Roland Barthes - 75598 Paris Cedex 12 - FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)1 53 44 31 31 - Fax: +33 (0)1 44 87 99 39
www.afd.fr

AfDB African Development Bank
15 avenue du Ghana, PO Box 323-1002, Tunis-Belvédère - TUNISIA
Tel: +216 71 10 39 00 / +216 71 35 19 33
www.afdb.org

	CERTU Rechearch Centre for Urban Networks Transport,
Town Planning and Public Buildings
9 rue Juliette Récamier - 69456 Lyon cedex 06 - FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)4 72 74 58 00 - Fax: +33 (0)4 72 74 59 00
www.certu.fr
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CNCD National Commission for Decentralised Cooperation
Ministère des Affaires étrangères et européennes - Direction générale
de la Mondialisation, du Développement et des Partenariats (DGM) – DAECT
27, rue de la Convention - CS 91533 - 75732 Paris Cedex 15 - FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)1 43 17 62 64 – Fax: +33 (0)1 43 17 63 67
http://cncd.diplomatie.gouv.fr/frontoffice/

CNFPT National Centre for the Management of Territorial Service
10-12 rue d’Anjou - 75381 Paris cedex 08 - FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)1 55 27 44 00
www.cnfpt.fr

CODATU Cooperation for Urban Mobility in the Developing World
21, boulevard Vivier-Merle
69003 Lyon - FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)4 78 62 23 09 - Fax: +33 (0)4 78 62 32 99
www.codatu.org

DAECT Delegation for the External Action of Local Authorities
Ministère des Affaires étrangères et européennes - Direction générale
de la Mondialisation, du Développement et des Partenariats (DGM)
27, rue de la Convention - CS 91533 - 75732 Paris Cedex 15 - FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)1 43 17 62 62 – Fax: +33 (0)1 43 17 63 67
http://cncd.diplomatie.gouv.fr/frontoffice/

EBRD European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
One Exchange Square - London EC2A 2JN – UNITED KINGDOM
Tel: +44 20 7338 6000 - Fax: +44 20 7338 6100
www.ebrd.com

European Commission (EuropeAid)
Office de Coopération EuropeAid
B-1049 Bruxelles - BELGIUM
Tel: +32 02 299 11 11
http://ec.europa.eu/comm/europeaid/index_fr.htm

FFEM French Global Environment Facility
5, rue Roland Barthes - 75598 Paris Cedex 12 - FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)1 53 44 31 31 - Fax: +33 (0)1 44 87 99 39
www.ffem.fr
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IDB Inter-american Development Bank
1300 New York Avenue, NW – Washington, DC 20577 - USA
Tel: +1 202 623 1000 - Fax: +1 202 623 3096
www.iadb.org

	Impacts Network
Network “Information management policies assessment for city transport systems”
MVA Consultancy - Second Floor - 17 Hanover Square - London W1S 1HU
UNITED KINGDOM
Tel: +44 (0)20 7529 6555 - Fax: +44 (0)20 7529 6556
www.impacts.org

ISTED Institut des Sciences et des Techniques de l’Équipement
et de l’Environnement pour le Développement
La Grande Arche, Paroi Nord - 92055 La Défense Cedex –FRANCE
Tel: +33-(0)1 40 81 24 06 – Fax: +33 (0)1 40 81 23 31
www.isted.com

	MAEE French Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs
37, quai d’Orsay - 75351 Paris - FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)1 43 17 53 53
www.diplomatie.gouv.fr

MEEDDM French Ministry of Ecology, Energy,
sustainable Development and the Sea
in Charge of Green Technologies and Climate Change Negociations
Grande Arche - Tour Pascal A et B - 92055 La Défense cedex - FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)1 40 81 21 22
www.developpement-durable.gouv.fr/

World Bank (IRDB) International Reconstruction
and Development Bank
1818 H street, NW - Washington DC 20433 - USA
Tel: +1 202 473 1000 - Fax: +1 202 477 6391
www.worldbank.org
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Devising a cooperation

agreement

A cooperation agreement is a legal instrument that will bind the two local authorities. The agreement must be carefully composed as it will be referred to in the
event of legal a dispute. However, in particular, it is a means by which to relate
to the partner and to check that both parties understand all aspects of the collaboration.
The signing of a cooperation agreement is obligatory in accordance with the
1992 act.
Before signing the document, the following must be checked:
that the action does not contravene the international engagements of the
French Republic (if in doubt, check with the delegation for the external action
of local authorities);
that the action is not planned in a field that is the sole domain of the State;
that the action planned enters into the field of expertise within the responsibility of the signatory local authority;
that the partner has the right to sign binding agreements of a local interest;
that the partner has the required institutional authority and that nothing
in the country’s law opposes its engagement in a decentralised cooperation
agreement or that it has received the necessary authorisation.

3/1 Vital elements of an agreement
Legally, a decentralised cooperation agreement will contain diverse information.
Namely, according to the law “these agreements specify the nature of the actions
envisaged and the estimated cost of the financial commitment.”
Identification of the local authorities and signatories
Name, type of local authority, country, geographical area
Name and capacity of the signatories
Type of approval: deliberation…
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	Nature of the agreement
Describe the partner’s general objectives.
Place the action in the context of general objectives defined by the local
authority in matters of cooperation.
Actions and agenda
Describe precisely the actions in a quantitative and qualitative manner.
Suggest a development plan.
	Estimated cost of the financial engagement
Present the financial engagement of both local authorities and the partner
organisations in monetary terms but equally in terms of the human resources
and facilities.
Specify what funding is lacking and from whom it should be sought.
	Cancellation, appeal and arbitration
The conditions of cancellation must be specified and a document establishing
the terms under which the agreement can be cancelled and the conditions
under which the specific activities underway will be concluded must be written
and signed by both parties.
In the event of a legal dispute, the agreement must provide for an arbitrator –
this person must be chosen by the partners and agree to assume this role.

3/2 Other important points
Also, it would be wise to specify a few extra points to ensure the action is effective.
	Duration of the agreement
Specify the duration of the agreement and the conditions for its renewal (tacit
or not).
Partners concerned
Name all of the partners involved in the project, both public and private in their
respective roles, as well as the nature of their participation (agreement between
the local authority and an association, a private transport company etc).
It is important to pay particular attention to the formulating of relations
between partners in order to avoid any “de facto management”.
	The impact on sustainable development
In order to obtain certain types of international funding (French funds, FFEM,
EU funds and development banks), it is essential to show that the project will
have a positive influence on sustainable development.
Urban transport is particularly concerned by this matter, which means ensuring
not only that the cooperation project will have no negative impacts but that it
will indeed improve sustainable development. There are economic, ecological
and social criteria to consider.
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